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Presidency at South Florida

Carrier applies, withdraws
By Martin Romjue

Ronald E. Carrier

news editor

JMU President Ronald Carrier applied
for the presidency of the University of
South Florida last month, but withdrew
his name Nov. 4 after being chosen as a
finalist.
Documents The Breeze obtained
under Florida's open records [sunshine]
laws show that the presidential search
advisory committee at the Tampa-based
university received Carrier's application
Oct. 19.
, The application included a personal
profile, a resume, and a handwritten
note requesting more information about
the position.
Carrier's note, addressed to Charles
Reed, chancellor of the state of Florida's
Board of Regents, is dated Oct. IS.
It states: "I would be pleased to learn
more about the opportunity at South
Florida University. I have enclosed
material for you and the campus
committee to review... ."
James Pappas, chairman of the search
committee, sent Carrier a letter dated
Oct. 22 acknowledging his application.
The letter states: "... I am pleased to
acknowledge your application for the
position of President of the University
of South Florida. .. . Please accept my
thanks for your interest in the
University and your willingness to be a
candidate for the Presidency."
USF is an undergraduate university
with graduate research schools. The
USF president oversees five campuses
with a total enrollment of 29,000
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students. The main campus in Tampa
has 23,000 students.
According to articles in USFs student
newspaper, The Oracle, Carrier was one
of 10 candidates chosen from a list of
42 semi-finalists Nov. 2. The 42

semi-finalists were selected from a pool
of about 250 candidates Oct. 21.
On Nov. 4, after the committee
informed his office of his standing as a
finalist. Carrier told his secretary, Karen
Lankard, to phone the Florida Board of

Regents office in Tallahassee and
withdraw his name. Carrier was among
three candidates who withdrew from the
top 10.
Lankard said Carrier was in
Salamanca, Spain visiting semester
abroad faculty and students when USF
phoned to say he was a finalist. She
then called Carrier in Spain to tell him.
Carrier was "flattered" that he had
been selected as a finalist but withdrew
immediately, and "did not consider it,"
Lankard said Tuesday.
"He's nominated like this for a lot of
things," she said. "It's done all the time
— it's nothing unusual."
She added that Carrier is "definitely
not looking any place else," and is
"committed to JMU."
The Breeze requested a phone
interview with Carrier once on Tuesday
and three times on Friday, but his office
said he was unavailable. Attempts to
contact him also were made over the
weekend.
Fred Hilton, university spokesman,
said Carrier delivered a statement Nov.
3 concerning the USF nomination.
In the statement. Carrier said, "I'm
flattered that my name has been
included among the finalists for the
position of president of the University
of South Florida. South Florida is an
outstanding institution of higher
education, but I'm not seeking a new
position. I'm very happy in
Harrisonburg and at JMU, and will ask

See CARRIER page 2>

Football team heads west to open playoffs
By Rob Washburn
editor

Go West young men.
That was the message the JMU football team got
from the NCAA Division I-AA selection committee
Sunday afternoon when the Dukes were made the
second seed in the Western region of the 16-team
playoff field. JMU [9-2] will travel to Marshall
University [7-4] for its first-round game Saturday.

"We'll take the road they've given us, we're not
going to complain about it," Dukes' head coach Joe
Purzycki said. "I think we're in a very attractive
bracket with a chance to advance. We're pleased to
be in the tournament."
After defeating East Tennessee State 28-24
Saturday, Purzycki fell the Dukes had a pretty good
chance of hosting a first-round game. But in trying
to balance out the different regions, JMU was not
given a home site.

"We will not play at home, and to me, that's
difficult," Purzycki said. "It's a rough road to go
when you've got to go and play at everybody else's
place. But what I'm going to tell our players
tomorrow is that we better get used to it because the
road to Pocatellorfor us is not going to be through
Harrisonburg."
.—
Marshall, located in Huntington, W.Va., is 3-1

,*

See PLAYOFFS page 2 >•
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Complaints prompt D-Hall smoking issue
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

Smokers might soon be required to
save their mealtime cigarettes until after
they leave D-Hall.
Gibbons Dining Hall will no longer
have its smoking section if the Student
Government Association's food services
committee decides to ban smoking in
response to complaints.
Complaints about the smoking
section itself and its location were
recently submitted to a D-Hall
suggestion box. Smoking now is
permitted in D-Hall
"The reason that we picked D-Hall 4
is that it is the one room which is
always open," said Hank Moody,
director of contract dining. "It's open at
every meal and during the full time that
we are open for that meal."
There were between 10 and 12
complaints out of "three dozen or so"
which had accumulated in the
suggestion box over the last few weeks,
Moody said.
"Some of it looked like it was
organized. Occasionally we get a lot of
suggestions in different handwriting or
they all say the same thing and have the
same date," he said.

D-Hall will refer the suggestions to
the SGA food services committee.
Moody said.
"From the dining hall's point, we
would like a senator to make a proposal
in the form of a bill to bring the issue
formally before the SGA," Moody said.
Moody isn't concerned about the

"We kind of use the SGA as a
sounding board. They're interested in
what is going on. It's a good way,"
Moody said.
The SGA food services committee
has not had a chance to look into the
matter yet, said committee member
James Harris.

change."
Some students don't think that
smoking is a problem because so few
students smoke in D-Hall.
"Aside from the non-student workers
who sit and smoke before they work,
no one really smokes in here," said
senior Mark Srite.
Moody agreed that most students
don't smoke.
"Students appear to smoke a good
deal less than they did 10 years ago.
When you see a student smoke, you
almost do a double take, it's so
unusual," he said. "It seems to have
gone out of vogue."
Some students pointed out that there
are other alternatives to banning
smoking in D-Hall.
"I think they should limit it to a
smaller room in D-Hall" as opposed to
larger rooms like entrance 4, said
"We had planned to address the issue sophomore Rachel Fleming.
One student said that smokers still
at our next committee meeting," he
have
rights, even though the majority
said. "I can't really say that we've come
of
students
don't smoke.
to a conclusion."
"Actually,
I think it should be
Students have different views about
allowed,"
said
Tammy Shiflett, a
the subject.
junior. "I don't think that they
"It doesn't really bother me," said (smokers] should be discriminated
senior Rita Scales, "although I'd against, but they should be
probably rather prefer it if they'd considerate."

"From the dining hall's point, we would
like a senator to make a proposal in the
form of a bill to bring the issue formally
before the SGA."
— Hank Moody

amount of time that would be spent on
a proposal's review and investigation.
"The world is not going to fall apart if
we don't get this resolved until next
year," he said.
D-Hall is not avoiding the issue by
putting it in the SGA's hands. Moody
added. The SGA is a good way to make
the decision, "rather than just me
making an administrative decision."

Plus or minus?

Faculty senate studies new grading syste rS

By Jennifer Holt
staff writer

Does JMUs current grading system provide a fair
assessment of a student'* work?
The faculty senate's academic policies committee
is studying this question and considering a more
detailed alternative to JMU's current system — plus
or minus grades.
The changes include dividing grades into three
parts. While each grade now is worth one point on a
four-point scale, each grade would be divided into
For example, a "D-" would be worth one third of a
poiru,a "D" wo thuds of a point, and a "D+" one
point SucMKes'would make finer distinctions
between students who perform above average, and
students who barely make their grades.
Virginia Tech. the Umversiiy of Virginia and Old
Dominion University are now using me plus or
minus system, but several reasons discourage a
similar system at JMU.
JMUJfc<wrerit computer system can't handle it,
said 1!PW Funston. chairman of the academic
policies committee.
"Our computer is obsolete. U's currently operating
at 90 percent capacity, and would not be able to
support die added programming for a new grading
system," Funston said.
Acquiring a new computer system is a
complicated and expensive process, be said. If it is
ever replaced, it weuiMfcm the distant-future with
expenses that couid^Pfrom $300,000 to $»

million, he added..
Even though the plus-minus system would
provide more accurate grades, it also would make
grading distinctions that are irrelevant to the student
overall, he said.
A psychology professor at the University of
Tennessee, who has written a book on the subject,
conducted a seminar for JMU faculty about the
grading system earlier this semester.
Dr. Howard Potlio told faculty members that the
grade point average, no matter now it is determined,
doesn't really predict the success of a student.
According to Funston, Pollio said, "It doesnt
matter how you define the word 'success*; refining
the GPA would be a useless and pointless exercise.
"Is a student with a grade of 67 really all that much
better than a student with » grade of 64? Have we
really said anything about these people?" he asked.
The kinds of grades that students get and the way
they perform on the job may be two different
The committee is reaching the conclusion that
such changes wouldn't have a significant effect upon
us. Funston said.
"It adds meaningless distinctions," he said. "A
five-point discrimination is more than enough.
Relatively few people are enthusiastic about it,
because it increases the number of decisions that
have to be made."
At the seminar, participants also discussed another

grading system which would reduce the current one
to three categories — superior, competent and
failure.
Such a system would be suitable for courses that
specifically train a student for job skills, Funston
said.
"Take a word processing course, for example. A
student receiving a 'competent' grade would have
indicated an ability to successfully operate a word
processor on the job. What would you want to
know more than that?" he said.
The task of assigning grades is a tedious one,
Funston said.
"We stew. Grades depend upon the overall caliber
of the class. Let's face it. The definitions of our
current grades are relative... 'superior' to what —
most of the other students?" Funston asked.
"Faculty members like to believe they have an
absolute Qualitative scale in mind.
"Theoretically, each student in a classs could get
an "A" or an "P," but probably neither would
happen because some students would be relatively
better than others," he said.
Although the faculty senate is debating the idea, it
won't make the fianl decision. The faculty senate
only can recommend policies - not pass them.
"We've just talked about it — that's all," said Dr.
Philip DuBose, a management professor on the
committee.
Funston said that the committee will discuss the
See GRADES page 6>
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Group to find JMU's strong, weak points
Findings will be applied to university's long-range goals
By Laura Hunt

staff writer

JMU will identify its strengths and weaknesses, and
determine how outside factors influence the university
to find the best ways to improve.
JMTJs Strategic Planning Committee will use its
evaluations to provide "input into the development of
the mission statement and long term goals," said Dr.
Robert Holmes, committee chairman and dean of the
College of Business.
The mission statement is a 10-point document on
"what the university is now and what it aspires to
become," Holmes said.
It includes a "particularly strong commitment to
excellence in teaching and academic programs that
provide for a strong liberal studies base," he said.
It also calls for global awareness and student
development programs outside the classroom.
"The next step will be to develop a series of specific
objectives for the university to attain, and some
strategies to suggest ways the university can
accomplish its goals," Holmes said.
A subcommittee now is assessing the internal
strengths and deficiencies of JMU.
"One strength is that we feel like we have a
university community that is open to change," said
committee member Barbara Pass who is the executive
assistant to the president
"We have a president who has the respect of and is
supported by the state legislature," she said.
Pass said that Laura Henss, the student committee

Environmental factors the committee will consider
member and student representative to the Board of
Visitors, listed student input on university committees include political issues, the economy, technology,
social trends and competing institutions.
and commissions as one of JMU's strengths.
We need to know about "the competition for quality
JMU has a diverse student body, a high student
retention rate, reasonable tuition, extensive dining students and faculty and how we are doing against the
options, guaranteed housing and a faculty that cares competiton," Holmes said.
about students, Pass added.
We are exploring "what opportunities we have for
new programs and for new ideas to come into the
university," he added.
"The other side of it from an external standpoint is a
look at what are the things out there that sort of
threaten us and could cause us difficulty, such as a
rise in cost of educational programs or increased
competition for outstanding students," Holmes said.

The strategic plan is
sort of a road map—
You've got to have a
road map otherwise
you may end up at the
wrong destination."

It's important to be aware of "downturns in the
economy or something like that that would affect
adversely our funding and ... how well we are doing
in relation to the state budgeting process," he said.
Plans from the four university divisions, academic
affairs, student affairs, university advancement, and
finance and administration, will merge with the
Some weaknesses that JMU might need to work on stragetic plan, Holmes said.
are improving community relations, increasing student
"1 doubt the strategic plan will change [the mission
attendance at university events and decreasing the statement] very much because it was very well thought
number of committees. Pass said.
out," Holmes said. "But [the plan] will provide a
Another subcommittee is studying how constituent cohesive sense of direction.
groups, and societal and economic influences will
"The strategic plan is a sort of road map ... to
impact the university.
provide guidelines to the accomplishment of major
Constituent groups include parents, students, goals," Holmes said. "It is like taking a trip. You've
faculty, state and federal government, the general got to have a road map otherwise you may end up at
public and external agencies.
the wrong destination."

— Robert Holmes
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"Are you full?"

Students taste hunger at special D-Hall meal
By Lisa Jackson
staff writer

Some JMU students got a small taste of what
it's like to be hungry at a world hunger awareness
meal Friday evening.
Catholic Campus Ministries and the village
residence halls sponsored the meal in Gibbons
Dining Hall 1.
Students were divided into three "nations:" third
world, developing nations and western civilization.
Most of the 125 students who participated
represented third world nations, and ate white rice
out of plastic bowls with plastic forks. Some sat
on the floor.
One student said, "They ought to make us eat it
without forks while sitting on the ground."
About 30 students representing developing
nations helped themselves to baked beans, white
rice, white bread and corn. They sat at bare tables,
and ate with silverware from paper plates.
Seventeen students who represented the western
civilization, dined on shrimp scampi, white and
wild rice pilaf, buttered carrots, salad, dinner rolls
with butter and a chocolate eclair.
The five-course meal was served to western '
civilization representatives on a white tablecloth.

with cloth napkins, a water glass, silverware, and a
cup and saucer.
Prior to the meal, sponsors gave students tickets
labeled either "third world nation countries,"
"developing nations" or "western civilization." The
tickets were in proportion to the number of people
in the world who starve, have limited food
quantities, and overeat.
When the guest speaker, Carol McCormick, a
writer and editor of a Sierra Club magazine, rose to
speak, she asked those eating rice, "Are you full?"
The third world representatives yelled, "No!"
Then she began reading off the menu"of those
sitting in the western civilization section.
"They're eating shrimp scampi, salad, choice of
dressing, butter carrots...." The third world eaters
moaned.
When McCormick asked those eating shrimp
scampi, "Are you full?" they responded with
silence.
"What can you do to help relieve hunger in the
world?" McCormick asked the audience.
"We can start out by realizing how excessive life
in America affects the hungry in the rest of the
world. We can consume less, waste less, give food
to others, or grow a garden and share food with the
needy," she said.

One thing students can do to help is to think
about where your money goes when you shop in
the grocery store, McCormick said.
"Think about where your money is going to.
Who are you feeding or not feeding?" she asked.
"Are you supporting farmers or multinational
corporations routed in third world nations?"
"In the Philipincs, where Dole, an American
multinational corporation owns 74,000 acres of
land, only two percent of the peasants can buy
their own land to grow their own food, and the
average plot of land owned is less than three acres,"
McCormick said. "So take a look at your own
lives and howydVsupport hunger."
McCormick lives in the mountains about 40
miles from JMU in a cabin with no running water
or electricity. She grows her food and saves i
through canning and freezing.
"I consider myself a gardner. I've been trying to
live close to the land for a good many years, six
years. . . I've been seeing what a lot of people in
that area did for food and how they raised it and
how they canned it and how they preserved it," she
said.
See HUNGER page 6>

Sophomore wins 90-second grab for groceries
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

At 7:30 Thursday morning, Kimbcrly
Collins competed in a race against
time. The finish line? A check out
counter at Super Fresh in Dukes Plaza.
The prize? Over $500 worth of
groceries.
Collins won a 90-second shopping
spree in a raffle sponsored by the junior
class. Her name was drawn Wednesday
and she was running down the aisles the
next morning.
Super Fresh always carries one VCR
in stock, said Ron Lunsford, who
works at the store's headquarters in
Richmond and is the father of Monti
Lunsford, junior class fund-raiser.
Monti Lunsford thought the shopping
spree would be a good way to raise
money, and asked her father's help to
make it work.
The VCR was the first item in
Collins' basket. It was wailing for her
at the customer courtesy counter, where
she started.
Ann Myong, junior class president
and the official time-keeper, signaled
the beginning of the race. Collins
lugged the VCR into her basket
quickly.
As soon as she had the VCR in her
cart, she tore down the center aisle as
fast as those shopping cart wheels
would take her, whizzing by the potato
chips and candy and heading straight for
the meat section.
She ran so quickly, the photographer,
jhe. junior .class vice. president, the.

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Klmberiy Collins, the winner of the junior class raffle, received
a 90-second shopping spree at the Dukes Plaza Super Fresh.

time-keeper, the Lunsfords and the
store's manager had a hard time keeping
up with her.
At her first stop she scooped up some
steaks. At her friends' insistence, she
grabbed more — twenty in all. Four
pounds of fresh shrimp and two pounds
of fresh scallops were ready for her next
to the steaks. Thirty seconds had
elapsed, Myong called out
A few feet to the left she threw three
15-pound country hams into her basket.
Next to the hams on the floor, a huge
box of Tide, usually in aisle 5, was
conveniently waiting for her. She hefted
the bright orange box in her basket:
Forty-five seconds left.
Collins raced down the outside aisle
containing the fruits and vegetables.
Can't stop there. Everyone knows
college students don't eat fruits and
vegetables.
Collins skidded around the corner
towards the cheek out counter. Not an
experienced cart"driver at high speeds,
she lost control of the cart, tipping it
on two wheels, and ran in to a line of
empty shopping carts while trying to
stop hers from overturning.
She backed up and trekked a little
slower to the cashier and collapsed on
the counter, panting, with 15 seconds
to spare.
After The Breeze photographer took
photos while Collins rested, the cashier
totaled her winnings. The VCR caused

See SPREE page 6>
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Hunger
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While these dinners do little lo
directly relieve hunger, they do raise
awareness, said a member of Catholic
Campos Ministries and organizer of
Bread For The World on JMU campus.
"We all need additional ways to
visualize and identify with the needs of
(be hungry.* said Joan Jasxa.
The purpose of the dinner also was lo
make students realize bow easy it is to
be fed a D-Hall meal just by having a

bole plastic card punched, without
realizing where the food comes from,
said DavK Stream, director of Feed a
Family, a village area dorm project
Students involved «tt the project deliver
Thanksgiving turkeys to 50 needy
families m the Hamsonburg area.
Overall, the dinner was effective in
meeting its purpose. Stream said.
'Some of the students at the western
civilization table wanted to give food to
those eating only rice w-hile others just
laughed and said no *

Spree
>■ (Contrued from page 5)

and a friend went to Super Fresh and
a small delay because its $250 cost is mapped out her route with the
larger than the cash register can managers. She told them she wanted a
compute and she had to break it down lot of meat, some seafood and a box of
Tide.
into smaller amounts.
The manager? had the steaks cut and
The limit was S500. Collins spree
totaled S488.68. To make up for the the seafood pre-packaged for her and set
SI2 difference, the manager gave her out in an accessible place. Since the
Tide wasn't on the route, the managers
three blank tapes for the VCR.
Collins was pleased with her put it next to the ham.
She said she wanted a lot of meat
investment: trading a SI raffle ticket
because, "I get kinda tired of D-Hall
for over $500 worth of groceries.
"I usually pay a lot of money on food, so I may as well get what I
raffle tickets if it's a good prize." want." Collins" boyfriend lives off
Collins said after the spree. "So us campus so she can cook all the food
funny that I won this" The prize also there — and store IL
Collins added that she may not get to
was appropriate since she admits she
it until after Christmas, and she may
has a fetish for grocery stores.
The night before the spree. Collins give her mother half.

Fisk president, MIT professor
to speak here after Thanksgiving
Dr. Henry Ponder, president of Fisk
University, will give a speech utled
"Achievement Through Commitment"
Monday, Nov. 30 at 7 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Ponder will speak about his efforts to
restore Fisk University, and how
students can achieve as leaders in
society.
Ponders speech will help
commemorate Alpha Phi Alpha's 81st
Founders Week.
The JMU Contemporary Gospel
Singers will perform during the
program.
The fraternity plans to schedule other
activities from No* 30 — Dec Dr Philip Morrison, professor of

physics at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, will speak on "Nuclear
War: Waking from the Nightmare
Thursday, Dec. 3 at 7:30 p.m. in
Wilson Hall auditorium.
Morrison is a physicist, teacher,
author and outspoken advocate for
nuclear arms control.
Momson was part of the team of
scientists who worked on the
Manhattan Project to develop the
atomic bomb during World War II.
After World War II, he became a
vocal supporter of an international arms
control agreement to limit the use of
nuclear weapons. His views and ues to
the Communist Party when he was a
student made him a target of
investigation
during
the
anti-Communist McCarthy era of the
1950s.

Grades
>■ (Continued from page 3)

plus-minus grading system one more
time before presenting it to the faculty
senate later this month.
Students interviewed offered different
viewpoints on having a plus-minus
grading system at JMU.
Koko Ryerson said. 'I think if the
administration is so concerned with the
academic reputation of our school, they

should do everything they can lo make
the academics more challenging and
competitive."
However, Earle Patrick disagrees. "I
wouldn't like it because a lot of limes I
barely make the grade and I'd rather
people think I had an 89 instead of an
81," Patrick said.
Richard Shea added, "If they just had
plusses it would be O.K.'

We have several units that will become
become available for rental in January. If
you are interested in living at the finest
student community in Harrisonburg then
stop by the office and see what we have to
offer. We are located just past Howard
Johnson's, less than one mile from campus.

Hunters Ridge Condominiums
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)434-5150

Rental Office Open
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
kales by appointment anytime

RENTAL & SALES UNITS AVAILABLE!
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BUSINESS
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NEWS &NOTES
Sony to buy
CBS Records

Employees are a big asset at Ford
in the company and treat them as the
most important resource.
"Our mission is to increase the
capacity, competence.and commitment
of our people," Savoie said. The
Employee Involvement Program and
the National Development Training
Center, two of Ford Motor Company's
programs, were discussed by Savoie.
The first Employee Involvement
program, according to Savoie, was
implemented in 1979 in conjunction
with Ford motor Company's union.
Today the program can be found in all
of Ford's plants. The program is one
way to gel blue collar workers really
involved in the company because the
program opens up the svstem to
changes suggested bv the workers.

After months of deliberation,
CBS Inc.'s board approved the sale of
CBS Records to Japanese electronics
giant Sony Corp. for about S2
billion.
Once the deal is sealed early next
year, CBS will be purely a broadcast
company. Since CBS President and
CEO Laurence Tisch took the helm
of the company last year, CBS has
sold its book publishing operaations
for $500 million and it's magazine
division for S650 million.

Foreign stock
markets down
The
Dow
Jones
industrial
iverage has recovered much ol it's
.oss since Black Mondav over the
past four weeks. The foreign market,
however, has not recovered nearlv as
much.
The weak dollar gives the U.S.
manufacturers, their stocks as well, a
big edge in competition with foreign
firms. A lower dollar lets U.S.
companies sell their products for less
overseas, as it makes foreign
products more expensive here.

Brochure offered
to students
A new brochure, "How to Select
Your Financial Advisors," is now
available for SI from Rice
Enterprises.
The brochure outlines qualities
to look for, such as ethics and
education, and suggests several
things that you should not do when
you need a proffessional advisor.
To obtain a brochure, contact
Rice Enterprises at 5421 Safe Harbor
Court, Fairfax, VA 22032 before
Dec. 31.

Cooler sales
perk up the
wine industry
Primarily
because
of
the
continued growth in wine cooler
sales, wine consumption in the
United States increased by about 3.
percent in 1986, says Advertising
Age magazine.
Without a 60
percent increase in wine cooler
volume and a 73 percent increase in
dollar sales of the coolers, the
domestic wine indurstry would have
posted a slight decline.

Staff photo by JENNIFER ROSE

Ernest J. Savoie
By Pecanne Condon
staff writer

.

At Ford Motor Company, quality is
job one. We've all heard that claim, but
how can we be assured that there's any
substance to this statement?
Emest J. Savbie, director of the
Employee Development Office and
Employee Relations staff for Ford
Motor Company, addressed the "people
dimension" involved in Ford's
increasing success in productivity,
product quality, and employee

commitment in a lecture sponsored by
the Department of Management and the
College of Business Wednesday night in
Chandler Hall's Shenandoah room.
Savoie described his job at Ford as
one that involves planning, designing,
and implementing human resource
development programs for the
company's hourly and salaried
employees worldwide. According to
Savoie, in order to improve
productivity, product quality, and
employee satisfaction, management
needs to get employees more involved

Workers can create change in their
work environments oy engaging in a
problem solving process organized by
the Employee Involvement Program.
According to Savoie. workers are
actually taken off their regular assembly
line jobs and put into a task force
group. Their job then becomes one of
identifying a problem in the work
environment, researching the problem,
finding possible solutions, and
presenting the findings to management.
Management at this point, must be
willing to listen, provide the resources
for the proposed changes and act,
Savoie stressed that in order for this
employee involvement to continue,
management has got to recognize, and
praise the employees who take part in
the problem solving process. "Some
see it [the Employee Involvement
Program] only as a cost, we see it as an
investment in our resources, our
people."

See FORD page 9 >■

The JMU Foundation

Private donors help fund JMU
By Anne Marie Maloney
stefl writer
;
Many JMU students might be under
the impression that their tuition fees
and state taxes are the only financial
sources that the school depends on for
survival. But taxes and tuition account
for only two-thirds of the university's
income. A substantial amount of
JMU's other revenue is supplied
through the JMU Foundation.
This somewhat unknown private
corporation, founded in 1969, is
responsible for the management of gifts
from alumni, parents, faculty members.

and friends of the school. Contributions
also are received from local businesses,
state and national corporations, and
other foundations.
According to administrative
assistant Liz Knight, these donations
exceed SI million a year in the forms of
securities, capital, and property
beneficial to JMU, including real estate.
Notable among these gifts is Oakview,
President Carrier's Forest Hill home,
and the gradual development of an art
collection valued at over $750,000.
The donor will frequently designate
the gift to either the Annual Fund or

the Duke Club.
The Annual Fund supports ecomomic
and academic enhancement of both JMU
students and facilities through a variety
of means.
Scholarships, athletic and academic,
are partly funded by the Annual Fund.
The Emergency Student Loan Fund,
operating with no rate of interest, is
one of many student financial
arrangements that survives with the
help of the JMU Foundation.
Lab equipment, library books.

See JMU page 9 >
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TACO BELL
EXTENDS
BEST WISHES
to the
JAMES MADISON
UNIVERSITY DUKES

for another
SUCCESSFUL SEASON!
BUY ONE TACO - GET ONE FREE!
Here's an offer bound to score some points!

Present this coupon to the Taco Bell Restaurant
on Rt. 33 in Harrisonburg and enjoy two tacos
for the price of one. Offer good thru 12/18/87.
\

TACO-BELL

Please present coupon when
ordering. Not valid in combination with any other offer. Cash
redemption value 1/20 of one
cent. Limit one coupon per
person per visit.

^y

•

■

r
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Ford
> (Continued from page 7)

Each employee who does chose to
participate in the program does receive
interaction and communication skills
training, which should come in handy
in the future since the workforce will
include more women and more
nationalities in the years to come.
Savoie, among others, is a firm
believer that a more participative style
of management is more effective than
the old hierarchical, systematized
management.
The results are that nearly 1,200 Ford
employees and Union representatives

have taken workshops that teach them
how to make the Employee
Involvement Program work at their
respective plants. In addition, national
and local steering committees have been
formed to oversee the programs.
The remainder of Savoie's speech
focused on Ford Motor Company's
Development and Training Programs,
which offer educational and training
opportunities for both active and
laid-off Ford employees. Savoie
explained how this program prepares
people for change and has reached more
that 30,000 union represented workers.

When Savoie initially asked for
money for this program, he only asked
for two cents an hour. The first center
was built in 1983 on the campus of
Henry Ford Community College in
Dearborn, Michigan, and individuals at
each one of Ford's plants can take
advantage of any of the programs.
Savoie listed among the seventeen
programs offered: tuition assistance,
career and rcemployment assistance
services, vocational training,
counselling, relocation services,
computer literacy programs, and
programs to enhance basic skills in the
areas of English and math. "It's great to

be able to see a once illiterate person be
able to finally read to his kids," said
Savoie.
The results of all these innovative
programs designed and executed by
Savoie's office, can be seen in a 41 %
increase in worker productivity, a 60%
increase in product quality, and in car
design which has won Ford two car of
the year awards in the past seven years.
With these kinds of impressive results
it's easy to see why worker satisfaction
has increased and why Ford Motor
Company has risen in the ranks of the
automotive industry.

JMU

► (Continued from page 7)

Dr. Ray Sonner, executive director of
the Foundation, maintains that these
endowments, in addition to student
scholarships, are of "primary concern
to
us" and that raising funds for these
The Eminent Scholars Program,
projects
will be "one of our major goals
another scholastic endeavor, "recruits"
in
the
future
years."
renowned scholars to be faculty
The athletic counterpart to the Annual
members and guest speakers at JMU.
Fund is the Duke Club. Equipment for
Closely related to this program are intercollegiate sports, including the
endowed chairs which are permanent artificial turf for the football field and
faculty positions salaried by the scoreboards for the football, baseball,
Foundation for outstanding professors.
and basketball teams was made possible

computers, and special faculty projects
would be substantially fewer if not
supplemented by the Annual Fund.

Dr. Sonner said the support of
graduates, as well as the entire student
body, is crucial to the success of the
JMU Foundation as well as the
The Foundation itself is administered university itself. "'Whatever JMU
by a board of directors, comprised of 15 wants, JMU gets' is not true and I
members, who Knight says are "a cross would like to make graduating seniors
representation of people in Virginia in particular realize that. Strong alumni
who are interested in James Madison, support benefits James Madison
including two alumni." Dr. Sonner University because it is the first criteria
handles day-to-day affairs but is assisted other foundations will look at when
by a financial consultant employed to considering a donation to any school,"
Sonner said.
help with investment decisions.
by the Duke Club. The Duke Club is
also responsible for some scholarships
and other athletic related activities.

AUDITION

lollllW .1

for the

-, ^Wayne's

2nd ANNUAL NIGHT OF CULTURAL
TALENT SHOW

, \

~f)nii Designs
.!lawklns Si 434 \€H"i
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

November 24,1987 from 5 p.m.-12 a.m.
in the Phillips Center Ballroom.
Pick up an application from the
1st PRIZE: $100.00
UPB office to audition.
2nd PRIZE: $50.00
Talent Show will be on Dec. 3,1987. 3rd PRIZE: $25.00
COME SHOW YOUR TALENT TO JMU!!

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation without waiting
for the results of your State Boards
To qualify, you must hove an
overall "B" average After commis-

sioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll hove serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, call

Bf"fc£
> ! t at \

John Paul Mitchell
Systems

iJohnwayne O. Crawford

RAINBOW^
BULK NATURAL FOODS FOOll CotJipailY
* FRUIT & NUT MIXES

Natural Foods

* NATURAL SNACKS
* HERBS-TEAS-SPICES

Call 1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE

1410 VIRGINIA AVE.

434-6078

Mon. -Fri. 10-6,
Sat. 10-5

TP

«C-"T
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-Leigh Rubin CALVIN AND HOBBES
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l-jill

IPl A. SURPRISE NIANEUVER,
OUR HEBO TURNS TO FACE
THE ADVERSE.' HIS HMD
T\<SHTEKS ABOUND THE
CEA.TU RM TRIGGER!

^

\\\\

PICASSO

IT DOtSN'T RESPOND! SPIFF
REACHES FOR THE VIERFtLVZER
BEAM, BUT IT OOESHT WORK
EITHER! NEWER DOTHE
FWOSPRO BOMBS OR THE
N\OR0O BUYERS! NOTHING
IS WORKING?

1812!
PERWS SOME:
GETTYSBURG! ONE WHO HAS
Ife FLU\f> OUNCES! BEEN mm
I BEFORE E!
AT7B¥770¥
WOMAS EDISON! CAN HELP
OUT CALVIN?

yfcmiTvMJGosH

t

■■>

I KEEP Fi$&tTTlN& MF
FIVE OF H\S SIX ENDS ARE
POINT! WHEN HE LIES
LHCE THAI.

^
PETER MAX

ANCV W\RH0L

F»mou« artiltt >nUfpr«t Mick»y Mouse

-Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE

The Elch-o-Skotch division at work.

Houdini escapes from a black hole

"Uh-oh. Veml The Schumachers are in
the tree again. We'll have to spray"
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FOR RENT
Willow Hills - New furnished 4 BR apts, 2
full baths, private entrance to BRs, W/D.
$185/BR, utilities included. Good parking,
city transit, lease available from date of
rental to end of school term. Call
433-1717.

\

Huge BR For Rent Next Semester to a
nonsmoking female in a house 3 blocks from
campus. W/D, in-ground pool, ideal location.
$150/mo + utilities. Call Charlene,
433-9886.
*
Female Wanted To Share 4 BR Hunters
Ridge apt. $l82/mo. + utilities. For details
call Jimi at 433-8483.
2 BR Apt. Available Beginning Jan. 1 -1
mile from campus. Park Apts. Call Ann,
433-4930. Monday-Friday
University Place Completely Furnished
Condos - 3 4 4 BR with 2 baths, equipped
kitchen, W/D, microwave. Available Jan 1 to
May 31st or Aug. 15th. $l70-2OO/mo. No
pets. 433-8822.
Large RM tn "Grogg" House available now.
Call Leslie, 433-1021.
RM For Responsible, Non-Smoking Female
Madison Manor, 434-7457.
Female Housemate Needed to share
lownhouse with 2 JMU girls. Own BR, W/D,
DW, Dec-May or Dec-Aug, $150/
negotiable ♦ 1/3 utilities. Call 433-0652
Male Wanted To Sublet for spring
semester. Squire Hill. Own BR. Call
434-9555.
College Station - Spring semester, female,
own RM, $175/mo. 433-6372.
Own RM Female - $l34/mo. ♦ utilities
W/D, DW, pool, tennis courts & bus service.
Call Pat, 434-4647, leave message.
2 Females Sublet Spring Semester University Place. 433-7871, Sue, Megan.
Extreme Emergency - $t55/mo. RM for
$145/mo. I pay difference. Non-smoking
female needed. Huge RM, large University
Court townhouse Miki, 433-0410.
Male To Sublet Spring Semester - Madison
Manor, 2 BR apt., completely furnished.
$145/mo. ♦ utilities. Call 433-0355, Gary,
leave message.
Looking For A Place To Live Spring
Semester? Have your own RM, Park Apts.,
lease until May 31. Call Chris, 434-2785.
Single RM In House -10 minute waJk to quad
or Court Sq. $145/mo. or best offer.
4455 S. Main. 434-4764, Steve.
Solve Parking Problems - Walk 2 blocks to
campus. Non-smoking roommate needed
spring semester. Own BR. 434-2186,
Chris, Jill.
Male/Fern* - Single RM, $90.434-2261.

2 Females To Share 4 BR Hunters Ridge
Apt. Own BR, $182/mo. + utilities. For
more info, call Erika, 434-6583.
$135/Mo. - Near campus. Spring semester.
Big RM. Chuck, 433-6352.
Room Available For Female in new JM Apts
for spring semester. Close to campus,
cheapest utilities around! Call Shannon,
433-2540.
Room Available For Male in new JM Apts.
for spring semester. Close to campus,
cheapest utilities around! Call Rich,
433-5593.
Large RM For Spring Semester -1-2
people, 10 minutes walk from campus. Call
Kenny or Todd, 433-2214 or 433-2261.
Single RM Available Immediately -1 minute
walk from campus (Duke Garden Apts.)
$179/mo. December rent paid for. Call
Sarah, 433-5250.

Lingerie - Some fun, some sexy. Perfect
x-mas gifts. Call Susan, 433-9147.
Male Housing Contract for spring
semester. Call X4156.
Female Housing Contract - $25 cash to
buyer. 433-5354.
Female Spring Semester Housing Contract
- Please call Jane. x7687.
Female Housing Contract - Cash rebate!
Call Mary, x5450.
Female Campus Housing Contract - Call
x4067, P0 561.
New Loft - Sturdy with ladder, best offer,
delivery. Call Jon, 434-2789.
Flute - Silver, open-hole. Excellent
condition. $450/best offer. x5443.
Golf Clubs 4 Golf Bag - 2 iron through
wedge. Great condition. Asking $150. Call
Scott at x4445.
Performance Ski Equipment - GS skis,
Tyrolia bindings, Lange boots. Only used 4
times. Need fast money so let's negotiate.
433-4838.
Diversified Products HP 2000 Rowing
Machine - 4 months old. New $160, asking
$75. Call Bruce x6581 days, 433-6210
evenings.
University Place Condo - 3 BRs, 2 baths,
W/D, cable, furnished. Contact Jim,
434-1576.
Going Out Of Business Sale - Shirts $2,
sweaters $3, pants $2 & much more! Rt.
33 E, 2 miles east of Valley Mall, next to
Gaytes Market.
Government Homes For $1 (U Repair) Buy direct! Repos & tax seized properties.
Call today for facts! 1-518-459-3546,
Ext. H 6650 AA (toll-refundable) 24 hrs.

Loft - Price is negotiable. Call Carla,
x5661.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the US government? Get the facts
today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

HELP WANTED
Hechlnger Co. is looking for temporary help
in our new Harrisonburg store by Valley
Mall from 12/15/87 thru 1/25/88. Those
interested please apply at the Holiday Inn,
US 11 South on 11/30787 or 12/1/87 from
9-7.
Food Service Help Needed - Fast order
cooks, cashiers, bus people & kitchen help.
Seasonal employment, full 4 part time,
skiing & recreation privileges. Inquire by
phone at 703-289-9441, Ext. 5033 or
5031 or apply in person at Massanutten
Village.
Want Student Agents To Sell Vacation
Tours to Florida & Texas. Starting at low
$l49/person for 7 nights. Call for info.,
800-222-4139. Transportation available.
Springbteak '88 - Campus^sorority,
frate/mNjejLJ5rgafl«e-T'day sailing
chartersTKLauderdale to Bahamas.
Commission & free cruise. Call Captain
Williams, 1650 SW 23rd Terrace, Ft.
Lauderdale 33312, (305) 583-0202.
Anytime.
Hiring! Government jobs, your area.
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885, Ext.
4707.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Gucci Bracelet Watch Thurs., Nov. 12
at Players. Reward! 433-0315 or
433-5096.
Lost Jean Jacket At Ki - Says JS inside1
Call! x5643.
Found Car Keys in Keezetl Hail basement
bathroom. Call Sharon at 433-8864 to
claim.

Typing On Word Processor - $1 10/pg.
Call Karin, x4373.
Discover The Country Place just 1 hr. north,
completely furnished 2 BR chalet, 5 BR
lodge, fireplaces, waterbed. Available over
holidays. Call Gail Price, Communication
Dept. or 1-743-4007 evenings.
The Widow Kip's B*B - Mt. Jackson.
Woodburning fireplaces all BRs. Canopy
beds, separate cozy cottage. $45-65 for 2
with breakfast. 703-477-2400.
Electrolysis • Permanent Hair Removal by
certified electrologist. Also waxing.
433-6270.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

WANTED
Paying Cash For Baseball & Football Cards
- 433-8811.
Adoption - Happily married couple unable
to have children of their own wishes to
provide loving home for infant. All fees
paid. Strictly legal & confidential. Call
collect (202) 244-0257.
Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple
wish to adopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal & confidential. Please
call Priscilla & Ed collect (703) 534-3720.
Adoption - Happily married couple,
physician & psychologist, deeply wish to
adopt white newborn. Very warm loving
family circle, opportunities. Completely
legal 4 personal. Call Ellie & Alan collect
212-724-7942.

PERSONALS
Marsha & Kevin - 'Goin' to the chapel..."
was a blast! Thanks for all the fun, love a
laughs. Love, Stephanie & Scott.
Spring Break - Bahamas or Cancun? Sign
up in UPB office by Wednesday!

SERVICES

Margie C. - We have a picture that you may
want. How bad do you want it?

Get Your Car Ready For Holiday Travel!
10-minute, 14-point oil change & lube at
Jiffy Lube! No appointment necessary!

Drew - Your AXA Big Sis thinks you're
great!

Resumes That Workl Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/Check.
433-3063, it's worth it.
Easy Tan - Tan & relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808.
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6:45 am-8
pm. Sat, 6:45 am-12 noon.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tannina
Center. 434-1812
"
Typing Service - 24 years experience
$t.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing Service - $i/pg. for double spaced
433-8713.
1——■

Order A Dance-Gram - Surprise your
friends. Call x6512 or x5333.
G if ford Crew Left Behind - Call us!
433-5354, Sandi & Ruth.
Deltrich - Those Bahama Mamas are
waiting!
Kim Kubaia Turns 21 Today - Wish her a
happy birthday.
To My Not-So-Secret Admirer - You're
special & I love you. You & me, Babe, how
bout it! Meet me at our place in Valley
Forge Park on Friday night! I am forever
yours. Love, Me.
Congratulations To Klmberly Collins for
winning 1987s Super Fresh Give-away!
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Witness To Accident Wednesday, 6 pm,
comer of Mason a Cantrell between red
Toyota & Buick, please call 568-6722 or
433-8745. Ask for Carter, leave message.
Need statement only.
Ellen - Have a happy 20th birthday! Love,
Your AX Roomie.

Todd, Bruce, Brent & Kevin - Call us!
433-5354, RAS & SP.

Hope You Had A Great Birthday from the
better looking baby at St. Marys.

Hurry - Sign up for Spring Break this
week!

Eileen Sullivan - Your Big Sister thinks
you're great! Have a super Thanksgiving
break! AX love & mine, Shelly.

Michele - Happy 19th! Sometimes you are
so...funny! Love, Cin.

Joel - Wanna be a nude? No, Baby, no!

Mistress K - Thanks for a terrific
semester! We'll have to do it again
sometime. (I'm saving the coupons for 1 fun
filled weekend.) Ever loyal & servile, Your
Slave Dog.

Carolyn - You were chosen as housemate of
the year. To get your prize, you must rent
myroomlMiki
Luv Ya, Lyn McCannl Happy birthday!
ifch.ete, Jen, Lisa, Andie.

Come See Director's Workshop Tonight At 7 in Wampler. Only $1.50. 4 different
shows!

"Getting Ahead With Graduate School"
Speakers will include Dr. Hall, Dr. Kahn &
graduate psychology students. WCC, RM
A, 5.

OAK A National Leadership Honor Society
is accepting applications for new members.
Members must have a 3.00 GPA & have
been active in a variety of campus activities
Applications are available in 103 Alumnae
Hal 4 are due by Dec. 1.
DeeDee - Bahamas will never be the same,
what about Cancun?

Ray Canuei - Must the future Mrs. be
blonde? Just curious.

Chris - Who's giving you gum?! Thinking of
you from Texas.

Leslie & Mark - Catch a Cancun sunset...
together?

Congratulations Monti Lunslord on winning
Pi Kappa Phi's $100 cash raffle.

__Iou^lLliyJFjJ»mhfwho have been so
supportive these past 3 weeks, thank you!
Youre kind words & shoulders to cry on
have been greatly appreciated. I'm on my
way to a slow but steady "recovery'' thanks
to you. Love, Michelle

DG Pledges - Have an awesome break!
Study hard!

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.

51 Court

ISt^
*V^Sj>

Square
434-4464

.1 " ■

Where there's always
something happening!

Bryan - Happy birthday, hope you have a
terrific day! Page
Cindy Chang - Happy 18th, girl. I 'totally
love you." Lyn
Mike Rosenburg - Somebody's interested...
and it isn't with Hardy.
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DJ & Trivia Contest
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Darts Night II
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Mike Coiner - Hang in there, the hard part's
over. You're doing awesome! Have a great
break. Your TKE Big Sis.

Joe Clark -1 love your laugh! Wish I could
hear it more often.
Eddie - Have a fantastic week! Love, Your
IN Big Sis.
Jim, Clint & Take-Ott - Call us! 433-5354.
Sandi & Ruth.

—

Kelly - Congrats on Pan-Hell (now it you
would just sleep in your own bed...). Love,
Bean.S.F.B.

Margie C. -1 wish I weren't a poster. Sexy
Eyes

Billy & Matthew - Better luck next time.
You are now 21-1.

More IS Better
—- ■•&ss£- "* "

"

baths In each.
4 Bedroom Townhouses
w/2 1/2 baths In each

,

#*THE¥ST,AINS^^

Full laundry facilities

•.nfautiMly landscaped *,.h
nweutular view*
.m'Sai.cond.tionmg.
ceiling
•,,!s abundant storage space and
much more.

More Fun
More Amenities
. Fire places m most unl,s
• Swimming Pool
. Private taKonies <w<H»™s
,1 lot Tub
, Completely furnished and
:rSp^Voomw/»0.chen
luxunou-.lv appointed
. w.ullov.allcarpcimc
. European kitthens wan
d,shviashe..d,sposal.re.uge.a.or
and classmates
ind self cleaning range
Cathedral ce,..ngw,,hcle,c:u,>
endows on all top floor
noo.uunits

No One Offers You More
Call Madison Manor today
for rental information
and reservations.

.\lflM5ivs;
.MINOR

•"■

I SATURDAY,!

Commuter Semrformal Happening Fit, Dec.
11 & featuring the Shuffle! Tickets on sale
now in the Commuter Student Lounge.
$16/couple, S9/smgle. All ages welcome.
Hors rfoeuvres served. Press your dress,
line up your date & "shuffle" on out!

Big Bri - Relax. Sans Soud.Someday we'll
be in ihe same place at the same time. Haji

-

A Deadly Acoustic Act
THE RYALLS BROTHERS

Glenn - Keep up the hard work! You're
doing great - happy Thanksgiving! Love,
Your in Big Sister.

Authentic Concert T-Shlrts on the patio...
today! '

W<s*m GtasedUl

CnjQPAYl

Mara - Bill's the greatest! We're so happy
in our bowl. Thanks a lot Ann Uumellmahaye
& Dr. Hfuhruhurr.

Paul - Give 'em h—! Best of luck Monday
night! J.

saswwra

('

Shannon - Happy 22nd b-day. Partytime!

Congratulations Monti Lunsford on winning
Pi Kappa Phi's $100 cash raffle.

More Room

—*—

Becca - Don't forget! Saturday's concert
should be very unique! Leila
Diane - Happy 21st b-day. Now it's legal!

Biliie Jo Bumham - Have a great day! Love,
your Secret Sis.

H.B.,LB.C.!LT.A.D.-Y.S.F.

Kim (Stress Monster) - 2B or not 2B, New
Year's in DC, July 4th. The beach & bagels
"You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet." Perspective.
"I want to be involved in scandal & intrigue.'
ich leibe dfch! Are you crazed? Jill (Mouse)

Order A Dance-Gram - Surprise your
friends. Call x6512 or x5333.

Honey - 2/27 - 11/27, 9 great months! I
love you! Simple

\=r v< i

434-6166

\
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• Bring a photocopy of
your School I.D.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
November
: o . 4
c

23 24

Anthony . seeger Hall
CfTBANCO
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Students turn to Walt Disney for internships
By Cyndi LaFon
staff writer

Some people consider themselves
lucky to spend three or four days at
Walt Disney World, but others get the
opportunity to stay for months.
Last year two JMU students joined
Mickey Mouse and his friends for work
experience one could never get in
Harrisonburg. Seniors Kelly McClure
and Debbie Husnik, former Disney
recruits, both spent a semester working
as interns at Walt Disney World.
Disney World recruits more than
1,500 college students every year from
114 colleges and universities worldwide
to gain practical work experience in
areas like food service, merchandise
sales, special attractions, guest
relations, tickets sales and
transportation. As interns, the students
learn the philosophies and operating
methods used to manage the world's
largest vacation place.
Debbie Husnik, a sociology major,
worked in the merchandise areas of the
EPCOT [Experimental Prototype
Community of Tomorrow] Center,
which is divided into two parts.
The first part is known as Futureworld.
This section shows how Walt Disney
himself perceived aspects of the future
such as agriculture, energy and
transportation. In the'agriculture section
of Futureworld, there are experiments
on how produce may be grown in the
future. The transportaion section is a
ride though the history of
transportation, which takes visitors
from its earliest times and into the
' future. There also is an exhibit on the
history and future of communication.
The possibility of an underwater
community is represented, as arc other
futuristic concepts from Disney's
imagination.
The second half of the EPCOT Center
is the World Showcase, which
represents different countries including
Canada, Japan, China and France.
Showcases include artists, musicians
and performers from the countries
represented. Food and souveniers are
authentic.
"The most money [visitors bring to
EPCOT] is probably spent on
souveniers because they are all made in
the particular country," Husnik said.
"It's almost like you've been there to
buy the clothes or artwork or
whatever.''
Husnik also worked in the parks
lost-and-found area. Students who
worked in the merchandise areas learned
about retail sales and procedures used
for stocking merchandise.

"But that's not the only thing I
learned,'' she said. "I worked with such
a variety of people — Frenchmen, or
Canadians or whatever culture, so you
get the opportunity to work with
people from various areas around the
world."

In working with people of different
nationalities, Husnik said, "You get an
understanding of different cultural habits
and get a better understanding that
America isn't the only place in the

Staff graphic by JOYCE DOWNER
world."

McClure said, "People from all over
the world come to Disneyworld, so you
can meet someone from almost
anywhere."
The most memorable thing I guess
about learning about people from a
variety of cultures is that everyone
knows who Mickey Mouse is!" Husnik
said. "Regardless of what country they
come from, or even if they didn't speak
English, they all laugh and get a

twinkle in their eye when they see
Mickey Mouse."
While working in lost-and-found,
Husnik had to deal with a variety of
situations. Lost keys and locked cars
were a daily event. "We had to deal with
shoplifters, lost kids and hysterical
parents. You ha* e to learn to take in a
lot of deep breaths," she said and
laughed.
McClure, a marketing major, worked
in Disney World's various food areas.
Students who worked in the food and
beverage outlets learned the "ins and
outs" of customer service and running
fast food restaurants," she said.
"A lot of what I did was dip ice
cream, but that isn't what you learn
about. You learn about the entire
operation of the park and how a
successful business is run. You have to
know everything about the park,
because if someone asks_.you a
question, you have to know the answer.
Food service interns learn "how
Disney management makes the guest
top priority and also see how effeciently
such a large business can be run."
McClure arrived at Disney World as
an accounting major but returned home
with new ideas for her career. "After
dealing with different people every day
and the constant motion, I just couldn't
imagine myself behind a desk all day,"
she said.
Probably the most important aspect
of McClure's internship was the
decision she made with her career, she
said.
Husnik has known she wanted to
work for Disney World since she was 5
years old. McClure said she knew she
wanted to work there from the moment
she set foot in the park. "It seemed like
so much fun," she said.
She has worked at Disney World three
separate limes, once as an intern, and
twice during her breaks from school.
She will be going back for Christmas
break and plans to return when she
graduates next December.
McClure hopes to be a Disney
Ambassador, a position that involves
communicating with guests and making
sure their vacation is everything they
hoped it woud be. An ambasador, she
said, is the "main PR person" for
Disney. It's almost like how Miss
America represents America, exept that
she would represent Disney as if it were
its own country." And with 43 square
miles of things to do, it could be its
own country."
Not only do the students gain
valuable work experience, they gain
See DISNEY page 16>
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Billy Joel tour
brings insight
to Russians
By Chris Cohick
staff writer

CBS Records
Billy Joel's concerts in the Soviet
Union was planned as well as any
manuever the superpowers could have
concocted. Dressed in blue jeans, Joel
and his band took to the Soviet stage to
give Russian audiences a taste of their
musical diplomacy. Armed with an
interpreter, he gave the audiences a
night they won't soon forget
The concert was filmed by HBO as
part of their World Stage series of
musical specials.
One concert opens with the Russian
acapella-vocal group, Zhournast They
sang the traditional song, "Odoya,"
which immediatley led into the staccato
piano introduction to Joel's "Angry
Young Man." From there the listener is
treated to a wide selection of Joel's
countless hits.
Many of the songs were chosen for
the comparison of American and Soviet
life. Before playing "Allentown," Joel

Disney> (Continued from page 15)

educational experience as well. They
attend weekly business seminars taught
by members of the management of
various areas like marketing, employee
relations, career planning and food
administration. The seminars show
students how the philosophies and
procedures of a successful business can
help them when they enter the work
force.
To become a Disney "cast member,"
as members of the staff are called, one
must project a certain image.
Friendliness, enthusiasm, politeness
and poise are a must. The job requires
someone that is "neat and natural with
no extremes," says a Wall Disney
World internship recruitment brochure.
No dyed hair or multiple earrings will
be found among the Disney World staff.
Nothing "real radical is acceptable,"
Husnik said.
McClure said, "Disney tries to keep
an Ail-American image, and we were
the biggest bunch of apple-pie faces
you could ever come across."
Interns are paid $4.65 an hour, and
they are warned that the job is only
"break-even" employment, McClure
said. The students are told that although
they probably won't be making a
tremendous amount of money, they
will probably have enough to cover
their expenses.

— T-*-
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says that the song is about poverty in
America and the depression that
surrounds it. He then suggests to the
Russian audience that "maybe that
sounds familiar." Prior to playing
"Goodnight Saigon," Joel tells the
audience that the song is about friends
of his that went to Vietnam.
Joel uses his song, "Big Shot," to
question Soviet authority. In the HBO
special he is seen with a Soviet soldier
and he then goose-steps across the
stage.
The musical highlight of the
recording is "Big Man on Mulberry
Street," a powerful performance that
features a jazz sax solo with synthesizer
accopaniment
At the close of the concert, Joel asks
the audience if they like the Beatles. He
is met with applause as he goes into
the appropriate "Back in the U.S.S.R."
He follows this by saying that he
believes that the Soviet Union is going
through a period much like the 60's in
the United States. While in the Soviet
Union, he said he had a song in the
back of his head, and he added it to the
conceit. The song is Bob Dylan's "The
Times They Are a Changin'."
With KOHUEPT, Billy Joel has
offered not merely Russia, but the
world a taste of musical diplomacy. He
has shown that the songs of today can
have meaning and aren't simply devices
from which videos arc made.

Hail! Hail! Rock
TV' Roll

Chuck Berry
MCA Records
On October 16, 1986, Chuck Berry
and a few of his closest friends got
together to do a little playing. These
friends included Keith Richards, Eric
Clapton, Robert Cray and many others.
The highlight of this gathering was a
concert held in Berry's hometown, St.
Louis, Mo. Also to come from this
collaboration is a documentary film of
Berry's life.
The concert was organized by Keith
Richards, who cites Berry as one of his
mentors. "I studied, I lived Berry's
music. I was mesmerized by his
sound." This might explain why Berry's
"Come On," was the Rolling Stones'
first single.
In organizing this event, Richards had
to hire a band and have them rehearse
with Berry and the others for 10-12
hours a day. One result of all this
practicing was the song, "I'm Through
With Love." This cut was recorded
during one of the rehearsals, and
although it is very unpolished, it finds
Berry on his lighter side.
This album is not merely a nostalgic

j±.

tribute. The songs are fresh and have a
certain ageless appeal that makes them
very listcnablc to the 1980's car. Berry
is on top of his playing and has never
sounded better.
The album opens up with
"Maybcllcnc," appropriate because it
was Berry's first recording back in
1955.
Other highlights include Linda
Ronstadt's version of "Back in the
U.S.A." and Julian Lennon singing in
harmony with Berry on "Johnny B.
Goode." Eric Clapton's rendition of the
ballad, "Wee Wee Hours," is definitely
a trcausure.
Overall, Hail! Hail! Rock W Roll
finds Chuck Berry's music alive and
well as it starts into its fourth decade of
existence.

Dance concerts set
The 10-member JMU Repertory
Touring Company will perform five
dances at 8 p.m. Dec. 3-5 in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. The dances
were set by guest and faculty
choreographers.
Company members will premiere
"Widow's^alk" by director William
Seigh. The jfiece features live music by
John Romeo of Richmond. Scigh's
"Dreams Behind the Sun" and "Pacific
Coast" also will be performed.
Admission is S4.

J^

Students are housed in groups of four
in fully furnished units in the Snow
White Village. The housing costs come
out of their paychecks. The close
quarters resulted in some strong
friendships, though. "I still keep in
touch with a lot of the friends I made,
and probably will for a long time,"
Husnik said.
She said her internship was a little
hard on her because fall semester interns
are not allowed to go home during the
holidays. "It turned out all right,
though, because I worked with a lot of
foreign students who didn't even know
what Thanksgiving was. A large group
of interns got together to cook the
traditional meal, and it was just a lot of
fun teaching other" people about
Thanksgiving."
Husnik also stayed through
Christmas and New Year's. "It was fun
celebrating the holidays with close
friends. I didn't realize what I missed
until I got home," she said.
On their days off Husnik and
McClure went out to the beach or to
"drink around the world" at the EPCOT
Center. This meant maybe starting* in
France for wine tasting and then
heading off to Mexico for margaritas,
and "we went from there," McClure
said. Other activities included one-day
cruises and visits to the Bahamas and
other areas of Florida.

"There was always something to do,
at any time of the night or day,"
Husnik said.
Jill Jeter, a Disney recruiter said
Some students spent a lot of their days
off interviewing with different
management members to show their
interest in moving up within the
company. It all depends on what they
want from the internship. We have
some real enthusiastic students who are
looking for future opportunities, and we
have those who can't wait to hit the
beach every chance they can."
It wasn't all fun though. There were
ong and frustrating days, and both
Husnik and McClure said one of the
biggest lessons they learned was
patience.
"There arc people coming there from
all over the world that don't understand
English or the concept of American
money Husnik said. "I remember one
day a Brazilian handed me $300 far a
16-cent postcard, and she was getting
ofrended and mad because I wouldn't
take her money! Try explaining lo
someone that doesn't speak Engl.sh that
you don't need that much money "
McClure said. "The Bra/.lians also
didnt want to stand in lines, and thev
wanted to bargain the ice cream priccs

down. I,

was

rcally
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sometimes. But then you have the davs
when a family wants to .ncludc y„u jn

their family picture, and it just makes
your day."
Disney accepts students from every
major, but they emphasize those in
hotel-restaurant management,
marketing,
finance
and
communications. Students can earn
credit for their work experience, but, as
Husnik said "you're not there to get
credit. You are there for the knowledge
you'll gain about business overall, and.
again, dealing with people. If you don't
relate to other people or communicate
clearly, then any job you may have will
be jeopardized."
Walt Disney World is currently trying
to arrange to have University of Central
Florida professors teach classes on-site
so students will be able to transfer more
credits back to their schools.
"Students who are interested in the
program but are worried about getting
behind in their coursework may be
more willing to join the program if
•hey can get to take some classes." Jeter
said. This program may begin as early
as next semester.
When asked what they were
disappointed in or disliked about the
Program, both McClure and Husnik
said they couldn't think of anything.
"I'm sure we had our bad days and
*ings we didn't like," McClure said,
"but the good limes definitely
outweighed the bad."
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Schedule, injuries concern Dukes
By ROB WASHBURN
Staff writer

]

As the JMU men's basketball team
begins its 1987-88 season, the two
biggest questions facing head basketball
coach John Thurston are who the Dukes
are playing and who's playing for the
Dukes.
JMU returns seven of its top nine
players from a team that finished 20-10
and went to the National Invitational
Tournament a year ago, and the Dukes
have added eight new faces, many of
whom could see substantial playing
ume. But standing in the way of
another 20-win season is a schedule
which has JMU facing defending
national champion Indiana, Southern
Methodist, Virginia Commonwealth.
Kent State and Old Dominion bciore
he first of the year.
"1 think we're at the point now with
the talent level we have that were not
udging our season on the basis of wins
and losses. I think that's for the bookies'
and gamblers," Thurston said. "We
judge it on the basis of the potential for
each team. Until we get all of our
players out here, we won't know what
that potential is, but I think we have
the nucleus of a nice basketball team
that can play the way we want to play."
Last season the Dukes were able to
jump out to a 10-1 start including a
win each over VCU and ODU and two
over Virginia Tech. But Thurston
doesn't think things will be quite as
easy for JMU against its in-stale rivals
this time around.
"A very important thing when you
look at scheduling is tradition as
opposed to reality," Thurston said.
"Last year we played a traditionally
strong schedule, but in reality Virginia
Tech didn't have a good year and VCU
and ODU weren't as good.
"Therefore reality overcame tradition
and we were able to have a good year.
This year, if tradition holds forth over
reality, we will not have as good a
record even though we may have a
better team."
Unlike past years, however, the
performance of the Dukes in their
non-conference schedule is not of great
importance. With Navy's Ail-American
center David Robinson gone, the race
for the Colonial Athletic Association
tide and the automatic NCAA bid that
goes to the tournament winner is wide
open.
"The reaction now, and I think its
not only us but everybody in the
league, is that everyone is going to
play harder throughout the year,"
Thurston said. "It's going to be the type
of conference where second place is four

or five losses.
"We've got a shot now. There's
nothing invincible out there; there's no
aircraft carrier standing in our way."
Tncschedule the Dukes face would be
tough enough to handle with a full
complement of players, but Thurston
may not have that luxury for a while.
Most notable among the injured is
6-foot-11 center Thorn Brand. The
junior averaged nearly seven points and
four rebounds a game coming off the
bench last season and was expected to
increase those numbers as a starter. But
a deep bruise on his calf could keep him
out of the lineup for up to six weeks.
The Dukes also will be without
ft-foot-6 freshman forward Troy Bosiic
lor the first couple weeks of the season
as ne recovers Irom a knee injury, as
well as 6-foot-5 junior forward Anthony
Coolev, who isn't eligible until Dec.
19 after transferring from North
Carolina.
One person who should make his
presence felt immediately when JMU
opens the season is second team
all-CAA point guard Ben Gordon. The
6-foot senior established single-season
records for assists (221) and steals (63)
last season while averaging nearly 12
points a game. He once again will be
the catalyst for Thurston's up-tempo
offensive attack and will face added
pressure now that four-year starters Eric
"Boo Boo" Brent and John Newman are
gone.
"I'd really have a tough Ume saying
there are 10 better point guards in the
country than Benny," Thurston said. "In
our system the point guard runs the
whole show — and everything we do is
predicated on a point guard who can runthe break, get you in your offense,
attack zones and get the ball up against
pressure. He is as close to being a
dominating point guard as you can be."
Filling in for Brent at the shooting
guard will be 6-foot-6 sophomore
Claude Ferdinand. He was named to the
CAA All-Rookie team after averaging
six points and three rebounds a game as
a forward last season, but is switching
roles for a number of reasons.
"We're going to play Claude at the
second guard this year to give us
additional rebounding strength and try
to develop him as a scorer," Thurston
said. "He's a fast-break player and he's
got to get a lot of his points on
transition. He's got another step on his
[shooting] range from last year, but he's
not going to be as effective in a
half-court game because he's learning a
new position.".
Freshman Kenny Brooks and junior
Harold Harris will back up Gordon at
the point, while senior captain Robert,,

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Kennard Winchester (32) should be a key cog In JMU's attack.
Griffin, junior Ken Halleck and
freshman Keith McMillan will all see
playing time at shooting guard.
Starting at the small forward position
will be 6-foot-5 junior Kennard
Winchester. He was the Dukes'
second-leading scorer (13.6) and
rebounder (5.7) last season and has the
potential to become a dominant
performer in the conference this year.
"There's just not many guys who
have his kind of physical skills,"
Thurston said. "He's got it all, but he
needs the mental part to match the
physical part night in and night out. He
can be an outstanding player in our
league."
The power forward slot will be filled
by 6-foot-5 senior Ralph Glenn. As a
reserve much of last season, Glenn
averaged 4.2 points and 3.5 rebounds a
game, but Thurston thinks those
numbers will go up as his playing time
increases.
"I think Ralph Glenn is a potential
double-figure scorer," Thurston said.
"He's a true complimentary player who
fits well into our system."
_ Newcomers will fill the backup slots

at forward. Alan Dorsey, a 6-foot-7
freshman, has been a "pleasant surprise"
according to Thurston because of his
outside shooting ability. Cooley and
Bostic are both excellent scorers and
rebounders, and freshmen Alex
Clevinger and Doug Lowrcy will
provide depth at a couple of positions.
Until Brand returns to action, the
starting nod at center will go to
6-foot-5 freshman Barry Brown. He
averaged 15.3 points and 8.9 rebounds
last season and blocked 152 shots in 37
games. Thurston said Brown will be an
effective inside player for the Dukes by
rebounding and blocking shots, but that
he needs to work on his offensive
game.
Brand, however, is the exact opposite
according to Thurston.
"Offensively, Thommy has improved
to the point that if he gets the ball, it's
up to him whether or not he makes it
or misses," Thurston said. "He's a good
offensive center at our level and our
league, but defensively and in
rebounding he still has a ways to go to
become an all-around dominant center."
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Flashy Gordon aims to please
I By THOMASBERGERON|
I Staff writer
I
It's early in the first half of the first
appearance of the 1987-88 season for
the JMU basketball team. Newly
created banners telling the tales of the
Dukes' three trips to the NCAA
tournament this decade hang on one side
of the Convocation Center. Down on
the court, JMU is battling Marathon
Oil in an exhibition game.
Then it happens. There's a steal and
the ball's in the hands of the Dukes'

Ben Gordon

flashy point guard, Benny Gordon, as
he moves to the basket. Nothing's
changed.
This is how JMU got to the National
Invitation Tournament last year and this
is the only way JMU can get to the
more prestigous NCAA tournament
this year. The ball must be in Benny's
hands.
Last year he was the junior college
transfer from Trinidad State (Colo.)
who almost singlehandedly turned the
Dukes from a 5-23 team to last year's
20-10 mark. Now it's all looking so

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

familiar again.
Gordon races to the top of the key
while his teammates try to fill the
lanes. He nears the free throw line and
makes a motion with his body and the
ball to the right - but amazingly the
ball goes to the left. It's almost too
perfect
Ralph Glenn isn't surprised by the
pass, though he knows to expect the
unexpected from JMU's amazing guard.
And here comes the ball, perfectly
placed for Glenn to take it on the move,
never breaking stride. Only Marathon's
Tim Carr stands in the way now, but
Glenn goes through him for two. The
crowd goes wild.
Now Benny is hustling back on
defense, but before he's all the way
back, he has to do something. As he
backpedals to halfcourt, he turns to the
sparse crowd, raises his right index
finger and flashes his million-dollar
smile.
Could it really be a year since
Gordon first arrived and started
performing his magic? It has. But have
no fear, Benny's back and everything's
the same.
But wait, something has changed.
It's no longer Benny Gordon leading
the break, it's Ben Gordon.
Finally, after years of having people
incorrectly calling him Benny, Ben has
decided he wants to be called by his real
name.
Don't think that Gordon, a native of
the Bronx, N.Y., from Tolentine High
School, is doing this to attract
unnecessary attention as so many sports
figures have done in the past. Gordon
finally has received a chance to correct
an almost life-long mistake.
"It all started back in high school.
That's what they had my name as and
that followed me to Trinidad State," the
senior explains after an early season
practice. "And that's what was on the
envelopes when [JMU] recruited me
because they [also] got the name from
my school. I've just decided that I don't
want to be called Benny anymore."
JMU head coach John Thurston has
no problems with the name change,
just as long as Gordon doesn't change
what he does on the court. No matter
what you call him, he's what makes the
Dukes go.
Gordon's importance becomes
obvious during the exhibition. This
year the Dukes have nine new players,
but when Gordon's running the offense
JMU looks as if it has had the same
players for years. But when Gordon's
replacement comes in, the Dukes look
confused.
Only about a thousand fans are at the
game, but Gordon doesn't care. He'll
play the same way whether he's in front

of one person or thousands — he just
wants to please them.
"When you come to the game, you
want excitement. You don't want to
just sit there," he says charismatically.
Gordon is one of the few people who
can talk to anyone and make them feel
as if they had been lifelong friends.
"Fans come to games to have fun and
[exciting plays] are what I feel I owe
the fans."
On this night he's paying his debt.
It's the second half now and Gordon is
driving the lane. When no one picks
him up, he leaps and puts in a
finger-roll layup. The fans go crazy
again, and again Gordon gives the point
to the fans.
"They love that," he says with a
smile. And Gordon loves the response.
"When the crowd chants, my
adrenalin starts to flow, and I feel the
momentum pumping inside of me," he
says, edging toward the front of his seat
as if the play is actually happening.
"Then the break starts going and it's
like magic."
It was Gordon's magic that got the
fans to 'Rock the Convo' last year; yet
unlike a magician, nothing he does is
planned.
"When we're running the break and
it's two-on-one or three-on-two, I just
dig deep in my bag and do whatever
comes to me," he reveals. "Sometimes
when I make a pass I don't even know
what I've done. It's funny."
Neither team can take a commanding
lead as the game swings back and forth.
Then the Dukes get the break they've
been waiting for.
A loose ball is on the floor and
Gordon, who is listed in the media
guide as 6-foot, but probably is closer
to 5-foot-10, has got it. Super-leaper
Kennard Winchester is ahead on the
play. Gordon lobs, Winchester leaps —
but the ball is overthrown and goes out
of bounds. That's something JMU will
get down before the season is over.
But what about Gordon when the
season is over? Critics say he's either
four inches too short or four inches too
tall to make it in the National
Basketball Association. But he still
holds the dream.
"You never know," he said, starting
to crack a smile again. "Mugs. Spud
and Ben Gordon," he says in reference
to 5-foot-3 Tyrone Bogues of the
Washington Bullets and 5-foot-6
"Spud" Webb of the Atlanta Hawks —
both players with the same type of
excitment and skill who surprisingly
made the pros.
But all of that will have to wait
because right now Gordon is

See GORDON page 7>
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Griffin enjoys shot at old role
By GARY CROCKETT
Staff writer

)

Senior Robert Griffin's basketball career at JMU
has resembled that of an actor waiting for the right
part to come along. But like a good actor, he's been
able to adapt to other roles in the meantime.
After being cast slightly out of character his
freshman and sophomore years, and then serving as
an understudy to Eric "Boo Boo" Brent and Ben
Gordon last season. Griffin finally has landed the role
that he's been waiting for.
When the Dukes open their season in Springfield,
Mo.,..later this month, the 6-foot-2 1/2, Frederick,
Md. native will be back at his natural position:
off-guard. It will be a reunion of sorts for Griffin
following a three-year absence.
As a freshman just out of Governor Thomas
Johnson High School, Griffin made the adjustment to
point guard, teaming with Brent in the backcourt to
run coach Lou Campanelli's deliberate offense. He
responded well by leading the team in assists (116)
while setting a JMU freshman steals record (46).
"It was something new," Griffin said. "I played
two-guard [shooting guard] in high school, and
forward and center one year. So it was the first time
starting out at the point and playing it the whole
year. It was a good learning experience."
Griffin's sophomore season brought more changes
with the arrival of coach John Thurston and his
running style of play. Thurston admitted that Griffin
wasn't the type of player to run his offense but said,
"he was all we had." Nevertheless, Griffin again led
the team in assists (106) and also free-throw
percentage (77.3).
"I never thought Robert was going to be able to be
a point guard for the way we wanted to play,"
Thurston said. "But he did what we asked him to do
and he didn't complain, but I think he knew he wasn't
a point guard in our system."
Last year, Thurston acquired the floor leader he
needed when Gordon transferred from Trinidad State
Junior College. And with Brent already firmly
established as the off-guard, Griffin found himself
relegated to the role of a substitute after starting 56
straight games for the Dukes.
But instead of feeling like the odd man out. Griffin
approached the situation positively while filling in at
both backcourt spots. He posted a season-high 11
points in the Dukes' 82-77 win at American and
dished out five assists in the Dukes' 60-57 win at
Virginia Commonwealth.
"It took a lot of pressure off me from playing the
point, and it gave me time to concentrate on the
off-guard position," said Griffin, who's currendy
eighth on JMLTs career assists and steals lists. "I
learned a lot just by sitting out and watching a year.
And it's helped me to come in this year and play the
two-guard."
That's the role Griffin will fill this season, which
should benefit himself as well as the team. With
freshman Kenny Brooks and junior Harold Harris
appearing to be able backups for Gordon Griffin will
bellowed to direct his efforts toward the position
that best suits his talents.
••I feel like I'm back home again. Griffin said. I
don't have to think a lot, I can just go out and there
and play. I can be more productive play.ng the

File photo

JMU captain Robert Griffin (12) returns to his natural position this season.
two-guard. I can rebound more, get on the wing and that a lot of us have intellectually. But he's right up
there with everybody else because he busts his tail.
play pressure defense."
Though he's never been a major offensive threat for And that's why he's captain."
the Dukes with a career average of 6.7 points per
Thurston agreed that Griffin's production should
game. Griffin's a strong defensive guard who can give increase this season at off-guard. His experience also
the team some much-needed rebounding. He's a role should prove to be a setUing influence for the Dukes
player, which is a valuable asset to have on a team while the newcomers adjust to the JMU system.
sport such as basketball.
According to Griffin, the adjustments may take a
This season, Griffin will add another credit to his while. But he said JMU has the raw talent and
resume — that of team leader. As the Dukes' lone potential to match last year's 20-10 season.
four-year player. Griffin was selected team captain
"I think we're going to surprise a lot of people like
which, as Thurston pointed out, was not based on his
last year," he said. "We've got a young team, but I
athletic achievements.
think we're going to come around by the end of the
"He's captain for what he's accomplished off the
season. If we can rebound with the bigger teams —
court and not on the courtV" Thurston said. "Robert is
that's going to be the key to our year."
more of what the student-athlete is than what the
public assumes that they are.
And for his own part, Griffin said, "I just want to
"Robert's a guy who busts his tail every day in the go out and have the best season I've had since I've
classroom, who maybe doesn't have the background been here."
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Named 12th-best class in East

Recruits should contribute for Dukes
By STEPHANIE SWAIM
Staff writer

body," Thurston said.
Alan Dorsey, a 6-foot-7 1/2 freshman
forward, was impressive in the team's
first exhibition — scoring 10 points
and grabbing five rebounds.
"I'd like to make an impact on the
team's success this year," Dorsey said.
"I think the exhibition game was
good start."

}

After losing last year's leading scorer
Eric "Boo Boo" Brent and top rebounder
hn Newman, JMU men's basketball
coach John Thurston looks to his nine
new players to help fill the void. These
newcomers have been ranked by Eastern
Basketball magazine as the 12th-best
recruiting class in the East.
"I'm very pleased with this group
because it's the best class we've
recruited since I've been here, not only
the largest in numbers, but the best in
quality," Thurston said last April after
signing these recruits.
Among the new faces JMU fans will
see this year are seven freshmen, one
transfer and one walk-on. Two of these
players, Troy Bostic and Doug Lowrey,
are injured and won't be able to play
until after at least the first month of the
season, Thurston said.
Thurston emphasized the newcomers'
importance to the Dukes' attempt to
build on their 20-10 season and
National Invitation Tournament bid last
year.
"They're gonna mean an awful lot,"
he said. "At least four of them are
going to have to play. We'll play as
many of them as are ready to play."
Lowrey, a 6*foot-5 forward from
Gaithersburg, Md., was the only player
to sign with the Dukes during the
NCAA's early signing period last
November. Lowrey said he was sure
JMU was the place for him.
"I liked the school — the mix of
academics and athletics," said Lowrey,
an economics major who was recruited
by different schools along the East
Coast and several Ivy League
universities.
Thurston credits Lowrey with great
quickness and jumping ability and will
look to play him as a big forward when
he recovers from his nose injury.
Lowrey focused on team goals when
asked about the upcoming season and
seemed openly enthusiastic about
playing before the Convocation Center
fans.
"I'd like for the team to go to the
NCAA tournament. I don't really care
about myself," he said. "I'm just excited
to play anywhere. I've heard that the
home crowd is really good. I'm just
waiting for any game though."
Bostic, 6-foot-6, is one of the most
promising freshmen on the team, but
Thurston said an injury has clouded the
Brockton, Mass., native's future.
"Bostic was a potential Rookie of the
Year [io the Colonial Athletic

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Doug Lowrey shoots over Barry Brown (35) In practice.
Association], before his knee injury,"
Thurston said.
Said Bostic, "First I want to come
back and then I want to contribute to
each win and to help the team as much
as I can," said Bostic, who also
remarked that he has enjoyed being a
part of JMU basketball.
Barry Brown, a 6-fbot-5 forward from
Baltimore, already has proven to be a

averaged 16.S points, 4.1 assists, and
2.5 steals per game for Waynesboro
High School despite an early-season
wrist injury last year. He was named to
the first team All-Valley District and
second team All-Region.
"We're sure hell be our point guard of
the future," said Thurston, who credited
Brooks with outstanding quickness.
Alex Clevinger, a 6-foot-7 center

"They're gonna mean an awful lot We'll
play as many of them as are ready..."
—John Thurston
welcome addition for the Dukes. In
JMU's 76-73 exhibition loss Nov. 14
against Marathon Oil. he snared had
five rebounds, blocked two shots and
scored two points.
Thurston called Brown the best shot
blockcr and rebounder as a scholastic
player that the Dukes ever have signed.
Kenny Brooks, a 6-foot-1 guard.

from Hurley in the southwest part of
Virginia, scored 1,430 career points and
was named the Black Diamond District
player of the year as a senior in
1985-86. Last year at the Naval
Academy Prep School in Newport,
R.I., Clevinger set team records in
scoring and rebounding.
"Alex has a lot of ability. He is a
natural athlete in an unnatural athlete's

Dorsey, who averaged 10 points
10 rebounds per game for Fork Ui
Military Academy, was one of ci,
FUMA players to receive scholars!
from Division I schools last year.
Said Thurston: "Alan Dorsey
been a real suprise. He's been much
more effective than wc thought, in
different ways. He's been a much better
offensive player than we thought.1' j
Tolentine High School in the Bronx,
N.Y., has produced two JMU basketball
players — Claude Ferdinand and Ben
Gordon — and now Keith McMillan
brings that number to three. McMillan,
a 6-foot-1 forward, could replace Brent
as the Dukes' leading scorer, j
"Keith is an outstanding shooter who
needs to develop the other parts of his
game," Thurston said.
The only transfer for JMU this year is
Anthony Cooley, who will be eligible
to play after the fall semester. Cooley
comes from the University of North
Carolina where he played on the Tar
Heels' junior varsity team.
This 6-foot-5 forward from Raleigh,
N.C., averaged 22 points and 11
rebounds as a sophomore JV player. I
Guard Harold Harris, a 5-foot-8|
junior, returned to the Dukes this
season after being cut last year. As a
freshman, Harris averaged 1.6 pointa
and .5 rebounds over eight games.
"One of the mistakes we made whea \
we took over the program was neffl
keeping Harold on the team," saia]
Thurston. "His incredible work habii
have convinced us he can be a vital
of our program."
With the arrival of these newcomers,
Thurston is optimistic about JMU':
chances this season. Citing his team's
tough schedule, he predicts his
freshmen will mature quickly.
"Our freshmen will become
sophomores real quick after we go play
against [Southern Methodist
University], San Francisco and
[defending national champion] Indiana,
[Virginia Commonwealth Univfeatity],
and those teams," said Thurston. "I
think by February we could be a decent
learn if we have all of our people ready.
We're decent now — within our
conference. But with all our people, we
could be beocr than decent"
*
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Spiders lead balanced CAA contenders
[

By THOMAS BERGERON
Staff writer

I

This is the year the Colonial Athletic Association
comes back down to earth.
For the fust time in three years, the CAA preview
does not begin with a seven-foot Midshipman
named Robinson. It does not begin the year by
getting national attention because it features the
college basketball's consensus player of the year as a
marquee attraction.
Yes, David Robinson, the best player who will
ever play in the conference, is gone and never will
be replaced.
This year the conference returns to what it should
be — a middle-level NCAA Division I league that
only gets to mingle with the national powers during
tournaments.
"None of us have great players [this year]," said
JMU head coach John Thurston. "Guys are good
players, but they are not great players."
Just one team probably will advance to this year's
NCAA tournament — whoever wins the conference
tourney in Hampton the first weekend in March. For
now, Richmond appears to have the inside track for
that bid. but much, no doubt, will change before
crunch time.
This is truly a year of transition for the
conference. Robinson has left, but 46 newcomers
enter the league. Here's a brief look at the seven
teams in the conference besides the Dukes in
predicted order of finish, with last year's record
(overall and conference) in parentheses:

Richmond (15-14, 8-6)
While the rest of the teams
are busy working new faces into
the lineup, Richmond is still
looking at all of the old ones. The
Spiders have their entire starting
five back from last year's team.
No one in particular will lead Richmond, and
that's what will make the Spiders so tough. The
tandem of center Steve Kratzer and power forward
Peter Woolfolk make the Spiders tough inside.
Woolfolk was the team's leading scorer (13.8 points
per game) and rebounder (8.1 per game) last year
with Kratzer (12.0,6.7) not far behind.
Leading these two seniors will be sophomore
point guard Ken Atkinson, last year's conference
Rookie of the Year, who should improve on his
average of four assists per game.
If Richmond does not go inside, off-guard Rodney
Rice and swingman Scott Stapleton will get the call
from the perimeter. This is the team to beat.

George Mason (15-13, 7-7)
New coach Rick Barnes wants
to turn the Patriots from a
deliberate team, who relied on the
inside play of Kenny Sanders and
the three-pointers of Anthony
"Arm," Davis, into a running
^that works a lot of players into the lineup. The
^lem is that Barnes doesn't have as many players

■

as he needs.
But he does have Sanders.
Although merely a junior, the 6-foot-5 Sanders
returns from back-to-back seasons which saw him
earn Rookie of the Year (1985-86) and All-CAA
(1986-87) honors. Last year, he led GMU in
rebounding and posted a 17.9 scoring average, the top
figure among conference returnees.
Davis, who was third in the nation in three-point
accuracy last year (53.6), returns this season and
should lead the shooting guards.
The problem for the Patriots is finding big men. If
Barnes can find them, he could find himself at the top
of the CAA and in the NCAA'fourney.

American (13-14, 5-9)
Coach Ed Tapscott returns
three starters but he loses the
nation's eighth-leading scorer in
point guard Frank Ross (25.2).
Tapscott now needs to replace
the only CAA player who could
compare in importance to a team as Robinson did for
Navy. But don't feel sorry for the Eagles yet.
Center Tom Schere, forward Andy Bon Salle and
guard Mike Sumner make a good nucleus from which
to build. Bon Salle and Schere should do an adequate
job inside while Sumner, who made the CAA
All-Rookie team a year ago, tries to replace Ross.
American may have a surprise if backup guard Dale
Spears can duplicate the 22 -point average he obtained
last year at the junior college level. But whatever the
Eagles do, they finally will do it at a true home.
American will play a game on campus for the first
time in 30 years when the Dukes visit Bender Arena
on Jan. 23.

Navy (26-6, 13-1)

®£

David Robinson can't be
replaced, but that doesn't mean
Navy can't win.
The Midshipmen lost three
starters, but strong-shooting guard
Cliff Rees and burly forward
Derric Turner return. Rees will try
to replace All-CAA point guard Doug Wojcik, while
Turner will team with sophomore center Byron
Hopkins in an attempt to fill Robinson's void.
Rees and Turner are the only returnees who
averaged over three points a game, so head coach Pete
Herrmann will have to get help from his outstanding
recruiting class if he wants to finish above the middle
of the pack.

UNC-WUrflington (18-12, 9-5)
The Seahawks have two solid
players returning, but that's it.
Forward Greg Bender (8.1 points
per game) and Mark Gary (7.1)
could develop into good scorers,
but clearly UNCW's chances
revolve around developing its
newcomers.
Eight new faces, including four transfers, could
form a nucleus for second-year coach Robert

McPherson. McPherson's ability to fit them into
the lineup and replace all-conference selection Brian
Rowsom will determine the Seahawks' success.
Look for junior Adam Porter and forward Ricky
Griffin to step in early in the season, but UNCW
needs to find a center to approach last year's record.

William
2-12)

and

Mary

(5-22,

The good thing for the Tribe
this year is that it probably can't
get any worse. Last year William
and Mary finished with a dismal 522 and in last place in the
conference.
New coach Chuck Swenson, a disciple of tough
defense, will find out quickly just how much he
learned while serving as an assistant for both Bobby
Knight of Indiana and Mike Krzyzewski of Duke.
Swenson has a good group of returning starters to
begin the year.
Center Tim Trout returns as the team's leading
scorer and rebounder while Mark Batzcl returns to
his forward spot. Curtis Pride, a tough defender and
an All-Rookie selection in the conference, returns at
guard. Tom Bock and Greg Burzell should also see
plenty of action.

East Carolina (12-16, 4-10)
It could be a long year in
Greenville, N.C. East Carolina
definitely has some serious
rebuilding to do.
Theodore "Blue" Edwards,
who averaged 14.4 points and 5.6
rebounds last year and was
expected to be the Pirates' only
returning starter, has been
suspended for the year due to a violation of the
student code. This leaves ECU basically to start
from scratch.
Even head coach Charlie Harrison left after last
season, leaving Mike Steele to sort the mess.
Steele will try to fit five freshmen into the lineup
along with four upperclassmen — including junior
Jeff Kelly, junior college transfer Dominique Martin
and sophomore Reed Lose.

Gordon
> (Continued from page 4)
concentrating on Marathon Oil.
Marathon's ahead by two when it sinks a free throw
with 11 seconds left. With the three-point shot,
however, the Dukes are still alive. Gordon takes it
upon himself to tie the game.
After getting a pass, he dribbles through the
defenders and down to the three-point line, just to the
right of the top of the key. He pulls up and lofts a
shot, but the ball bounces of the back of the rim and
bounces away as the buzzer sounds.
But whether Gordon misses a jumper in
mid-November or in a post-season tournament, one
thing will always be on the record. JMU didn't miss a
thing when they recruited Ben Gordon — except for
the spelling of his name.
....

/
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1987-88 MEN'S SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent/Tournament

Site

Time

Nov. 28-29

SW Missouri Invitational
(JMU, Southern Methodist,
SW Missouri, San Francisco)
Virginia Commonwealth
Kent State
Virginia Tech
Indiana Classic (JMU,
Indiana, Indiana State,
Washington State)
UNC-Asheville
Old Dominion
Radford
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
Central Connecticut State
William and Mary
Richmond
American
Navy
George Mason
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
Virginia Military
William and Mary
West Virginia
Richmond
George Mason
Navy
American
Colonial Championships

Away

TBA

Home
Home
Home
Away

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec.7
Dec. 11-12

Dec. 19
Dec. 28
Jan. 4
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 20
Jan. 23
Jan. 27
Jan. 30
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Mar. 5-7

No.
10
12
13
14
15
20
21
22
23
31
32
33
35
40
44
45

Away 8:00 p.m.
Away 7:35 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away 7:30 p.m.
Away 1:00 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Home 7:30 p.m.
Away TBA

Name
Ben Gordon
Robert Griffin
Thorn Brand
Kenny Brooks
Keith McMillan
Harold Harris
Doug Lowrey
Ken Halleck
Claude Ferdinand
Troy Bostic
Kennard Winchester
Alex Clevinger
Barry Brown
Alan Dorsey
Ralph Glenn
Anthony Cooley

Pos.
G
G
C

r-

G
F
G
F
F
F
C
F
F
F
F

lts<

6-

r
£ "aff photo by CATHY UDELL

No.
10
11
12
14
21
22
23
24
25
32
50
55

1987 WOM1
Name
Diane Budd
Donna Budd
Missy Dudley
Jennifer Tutt
Nickie Hardison
Sandy Broughton
Kerri Gilmore
Vicki Harris
Elizabeth Lokie
Paula Schuler
Alisa Harris
Sydney Beasley

Pos.
G
G
G
G
G
jC
G
F
F
G
F/C
C

■Clas

M
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'S ROSTER
:iass

Jr.
Jr.
Ir.
fr.
fr.

Jr.
Fr.
Ir.
50.

fr.

r.
Fr.
fr,
fr,

Sr.
Jr.

Ht.
6-0
6-2
6-11
6-0
6-1
5-8
6-5
6-2
6-6
6-6
6-5
6-7
6-5
6-7
6-4
6-5

Hometown
New York, N.Y.
Frederick, Md.
Papendrecht, Neth.
Waynesboro
Bronx, N.Y.
Richmond
Gaithersburg, Md.
Clark. N.J.
Bronx, N.Y.
Brockton, Mass.
Rochester, Mich.
Hurley
Baltimore, Md.
Williamsburg
Youngs town, Ohio
Raleigh, N.C.

«■____

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

1987-88 WOMEN'S SCHEDULE
Date
Nov. 30
Dec. 4-5

Dec. 10
Dec. 12
Dec. 21
Jan. 2-4

lass

>r.
r.
r.
r.
r.
ir.

br.

ROSTER
Ht.
5-8
5-8
5-10
5-8
5-7
6-1
5-6
6-0
5-11
5-10
6-1
6-1

Hometown
Wheaton. Md.
Wheaton, Md.
Charlottesville
Luray
Bridgeport. Conn.
Paterson. N.J.
Reston
Waynesboro
Portsmouth
Fairfax
Harrisburg. Pa.
Oxon Hill. Md.

Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 30
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 18
Feb. 20
Feb. 22
Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 10-12

Opponent/Tournament
Maryland-Baltimore County
Wildcat Tournament (JMU,
Seton Hall, Northwestern,
Louisville)
George Washington
Howard
Radford
Sun 'n' Fun Invitational
(JMU, Georgia Southern,
La Salle, Houston, Radford
Cleveland State)
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
William and Mary
Richmond
American
Virginia Tech
Virginia
George Mason
Virginia Commonwealth
UNC-Wilmington
East Carolina
William and Mary
Old Dominion
Richmond
American
George Mason
Penn State
Monmouth
Colonial Championships

Site

Time

Home
Away

7:30 p.m.
TBA

Away
Home
Home
Away

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p;m.
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

mmr*
\
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Dukes may take time to develop
t
1
By MARK CHARNOCK
Staff writer

Remember how well JMU acted out the part of
Cinderella in the 1985-86 NCAA women's basketball
tournament?
Well, the preseason scenario is the same, but
before JMU starts riding off to the prince's palace this
year, the Dukes might have to stop first and ask
directions.
JMU has three starters returning, with All-America
candidate Sydney Beasley highlighting the group, and
the remaining returnees appear ready to take some
stepped-up roles as well — since six of the seven
have started at least one game in their careers.
When JMU opens its season a week from today
against Maryland-Baltimore County, Dukes' head
coach Shelia Moorman will have to have some
questions answered.
Among them: Which returners or new faces will
fill two vacant starting spots? Can her veterans
remember what it took to make that Cinderella trip in
'85 and the return nip in 1986?
"It's a very different story for us [than a year ago],"
Moorman said. "I liken it to two years ago when the
Budds and Missy [Dudley] were freshmen.
"We had a solid returning group, but we definitely
had the need to blend some freshmen in."
Dudley, who averaged 20 minutes per game last
season, is the likely choice to fill the small forward
.spot. But Moorman is still in search of a player to
fill the second guard spot vacated when Donna Budd
moved to point guard.
To do so, Moorman will have to develop the
chemistry much the same way she did in 1985. If that
weren't enough, she will also have to find a way to
replace Flo Jackson, Betsy Witman and Julie Franken
— all career 1,000-point scorers lost to graduation.
The task is not a small one, but having Budd,
Beasley and Alisa Harris back should provide plenty
of a foundation around which to fill in the gaps.
Harris was JMU's second leading scorer and
rebounder last year (11.3 points per game, 5.3
rebounds per game) behind Beasley (17.6, 7.5), and
Budd looked comfortable handling the offense while
spelling Jackson at times last season.
"For the last three years we had the luxury of
knowing every night that Flo was going to get the
job done," Moorman said. "But I will say to this
point that Donna Budd is filling in very, very well,
and working very hard.
"She's been the most consistent in terms of her
work ethic...Although that's a big question mark I'm
real pleased with how it looks to this point"
The other guard spot is up for grabs. Diane Budd,
who started in JMU's exhibition loss to
Philadelphia's Shooting Stars Nov. 13, and two
freshmen —Paula Schuler and Nickie Hardison
— are "about even right now," Moorman said
The freshmen will have to make a contribution this
year, and Moorman is happy about the way her
recruits from a year ago are working out. The list is
an impressive one, with some quality in-state talent
and more of the middle-ability players Moorman has
been known to recruit over the. years.
Schuler was an all-metropolitan Washington player
at Robinson Secondary School in Fairfax, who can
use her 5-fobt-10 inch frame up front or provide the

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Sheila Moorman (In middle) says the Dukes resemble her 1985-86 squad.
Dukes with another solid ballhandler at second guard.
The battle with Hardison, a USA Today honorable
mention All-American from Bridgeport, Conn., for
the second guard spot should be a good one.
Waynesboro native Vicki Harris is a 6-foot
freshman who gives JMU the opportunity to go four
players deep in the middle. She's joined by 5-foot-11
Elizabeth Lokie and guard Kern Gilmore, who should
relieve Budd at the point.
The freshmen will have a big job filling in the
gaps left in the JMU scheme of things, but Moorman
said they have the ability to make things happen
right away.

"We're really counting on
the veterans to form the
nucleus and give the
opportunity to the
freshmen to fill in the
gaps."
—Shelia Moorman
,
"I think the potential is there for one freshmen to
start." she said, "and the obvious addition of two or
maybe three to get minutes-oTfthe bench.
"We're really counting on the veterans to form the
nucleus and give the freshmen the opportunity to fill
in the gaps."
One of those veterans, who could also give Beasley
and Harris some rest up front is Sandy Broughton.
Aftei* having v great stretch as a part-time starter two

years ago, Broughton should rebound from an off-year
in 1986 to fill in the gap left by Franken.
"Her strengths are different [than Harris' and
Beasley's]," Moorman said. "But it's not that difficult
for me to remember a stretch two years ago when she
had to start
"She's also another part of that reason why it's
going to take us until the first of the year. She's got
to get back into the swing of things."
If Moorman's timetable is right then JMU couldn't
have done a better job of scheduling. The Dukes
should hit full stride at the Sun 'n' Fun Invitational
Jan. 2 in Miami. Ironically, the Sunkist Invitational
in Miami in 1985 was where the Dukes finally came
together.
"We had some real similar question marks that
year," Moorman said. "The question marks were on
the perimeter that year as well, who could start .who
could come off the bench. We won but we struggled
until we went to Florida, and it all just started to fall
into place."
Things had better start falling into place in Florida
this year as well, because following the tournament,
the Dukes begin the conference schedule they ripped
through with a 12-0 record last season. But to zip
through the Colonial Athletic Association untouched
again this year could be a lot tougher.
"I see the conference as being more closely
clustered...." Moorman said of the '87 CAA. "I do
think we would be considered the favorite, but I see
ourselves, East Carolina and American as very close
and then I don't see a big gap. Everybody's getting
belter."
Aside from ECU and American. George Mason has

See WOMEN page 15>
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Beasley seeks to top banner year
By DAVE WASHBURN
Staff writer

]

Simply put, JMU"s Sydney Beasley
is the best women's basketball player in
the area.
She has obtained that lofty distinction
after a record-setting year that included
Player of the Year honors in both the
Colonial Athletic Association and the
state of Virginia. She also was selected
to the Kodak All-District II Team, the
American Women's Sports Federation
All-America Third Team and the AWSF
All-Midwest Region Team.
After two relatively uneventful
seasons with the University of
Maryland, Beasley transferred to JMU
and sat out the 1985-86 season. Though
she began last year as the first player
off the bench, she quickly emerged as
the Dukes' top threat.
But Beasley's chances to duplicate or
possibly improve upon last year's
sensational season as she returns for her
senior campaign is even more
important for the Dukes' fans.
JMU head coach Shclia Moorman is
confident that her Ail-American center
will prove that last season's
performance was no fluke.
"This year can be Sydney's best ever;
(here's no reason why she can't have her
very best performance and end her career
on a high note," said Moorman.

"This year can be
Sydney's best
ever; there's no
reason why she
can't have her
very best
performance and
end her career on
a high note."

Shelia Moormai

After reflecting on last year's
statistics, it's easy to see why Beasley
received such high praise. As a junior,
she led the Dukes in scoring with an
average of 17.6 points per game, in
rebounding with a 7.5 mark per contest
and in field goal percentage with 59.3%
accuracy.
Beasley also set four school records
— including most points in a season
(545), most field goals made (217),
most free throws attempted (154) and
bat field goal accuracy (59.3%).
Although Beasley admits she is proud
of what she accomplished last season.

she is quick to point out that her JMU, Beasley sees leadership as a
tournament appearance.
individual honors come second to the responsibility that she and the other
"We miss [the veterans], but they're
team's goals.
three seniors must undertake.
gone — and so we have to compensate
"I feel that by working hard for the
"You have to take your load and some for that," Beasley said. "But I think that
team that my individual honors will of [the freshmen's] load because they're
we can do just as well as last year's
come," said Beasley. "But my main
inexperienced," she said. "But the team; it just depends on if the freshmen
goal is to improve as a person and at freshmen we have are showing are able to the challenge because we
the same time help the team along.'"
leadership themselves, which takes
[the returnees] know that we are ready
Beasley's most obvious asset is sheer some of the pressure off of the
to go."
physical size and her ability to use her upperclassmen."
And if Beasley can live up to her
burly 6-foot-1 frame to both intimidate
Although the Dukes lost three starters advanced billing, don't bet against
seeing another CAA championship
and dominate opposing players.
from last year's squad, Beasley is
banner and another NCAA tournament
"I think her biggest strength is that cautiously optimistic that the Dukes
banner hanging from the walls inside
physically you've got somebody that can repeat as CAA champions and
the Convocation Center.
has great size [and] great physical
return to their third straight NCAA
stature, but has quickness to go with
it," Moorman said.
Beasley perhaps uses her solid stature
on the offensive end of the floor. Not
only does it allow Beasley to muscle
her way into scoring position, but it
also enables her to attain good
rebounding position and to spot
teammates open along the perimeter, as
her 231 rebounds and 32 assists last
year indicate.
But Moorman said that since
opposing teams will be much more
conscientious of Beasley's offensive
capabilities this year, the Oxon Hill,
Md. native might have to sacrifice
some of her scoring for the team to be
successful.
"She will draw a lot of aUention
defensively," Moorman said. "So I
think we're going to have to be smart,
let her have her scoring opportunities,
but I think that it's going to open up a
lot for her teammates. So she may not
have the same numbers, but still be
contributing with the same
significance."
Beasley also figures to draw attention
at the defensive end of the floor as
opponents undoubtedly will seek to get
her into foul trouble and force her to the
bench. But Beasley said that both she
and her teammates are ready for
whatever schemes their opponents use
to attack the Dukes defensively.
"Teams in general try to get our
inside game in foul trouble because it is
the strength of our game, but we're
pretty smart about that [staying out of
foul trouble]," Beasley said.
Beasley's numbers from last season
certainly indicate that she does have a
sense for playing defense as well. She
fouled out in only two of the team's 31
games while finishing second on the
squad in blocked shots with 10 and in
steals with 73.
In addition to her offense and defense,
the Dukes also need Beasley to provide
leadership to the Dukes' young squad.
Although she never had to excel in that
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
area while veterans Julie Franken, Flo
Sydney BMsley will look to exploit nor Inside 90011110 ability.
Jackson and Betsy Witman played for

|
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Harris takes on challenge as leader

I

By DEAN HYBL
Staff writer
Senior Alisa Harris has faced many
challenges in her three seasons as a
starter on the JMU women's basketball
team, but her most demanding
challenges may still be in the future.

Harris, a 6-foot forward from
Harrisburg, Pa., has been asked to
assume the added role of team captain.
In addition to concentrating on JMU's
opponents and on her position as
starting power forward, she now must
work closely with the coaches and her
fellow teammates to ensure a smooth

File photo

Women's captain Allsa Harris (50) has earned the respect of
her teammates and coaches.
!

and successful season.
"As captain she has a lot of
responsibilities," said JMU coach
Shelia Moorman. "She has to be the
liaison between the coaches and the
team. She is also responsible for
making sure the girls are where they are
supposed to be on time, and she must
set a good example to the younger
players."
Since five freshmen are on the roster,
Moorman said it was vital to the
Dukes' success that Harris conduct
herself as an excellent team
representative at all limes.
"It doesn't just start when they get on
the court," said Moorman. "She has to
set a good example to the rest of the
girls in all areas — in class attendance,
the way she dresses, she needs to
always be a representative of the team."
Harris has realized her changing role
on the team and has learned that being
captain isn't an easy job.
"I didn't expect it to be such a great
responsibility,"\Harris said. "I'm not
just captain during practice; it goes far
beyond the court. The role keeps me on
my toes. I can't let things get to me,
because I know that if I let up, the
other players will think it's okay for
them to do the same thing.
"I have always had a good
relationship with the girls and it's
usually easy for them to come to me
with their problems," she said. "When
there are minor problems, [the
freshmen] generally come to me or the
other upperclassmen first because
usually one of us has experienced the
same thing before."
After two consecutive NCAA
tournament appearances, the Dukes
enter this season without three of the
top players in JMU history. These
1,000-point scorers — Flo Jackson,
Julie Franken and Betsy Witman —
have graduated.
Harris said the switch from a veteran
team to a young one especially has
been noticeable in practice, when the
coaching staff has had to teach the new
players the system.
"Last year was really easy for us,"
said Harris. "With Sydney [Beasley] as
our only newcomer, we just jumped
right into work and were in real good
shape by the start of the season.
"This year we've spent more time
teaching than before, and it's hard on us
all. It's also hard that we returners are
having to re-learn a lot of things to go
with the new personnel."
Regarding the loss of her three-year
teammates Jackson, Witman and
Franken, Harris has found this year
strange so far.
"I really miss them. They were all

real good people who worked hard and
badly wanted to win," Harris said. "It's
hard to replace three players like them,
both on the court and off."
Harris said that the loss of Jackson
has clarified her post as the squad's
leader.
"I always looked at myself as a
back-seat leader, but now I have to take
the lead," said Harris. "Before, it was a
big help having Flo around because she
could take care of a lot of our problems.
All I had to do was let her know that
something was wrong and she would
take care of it. Without her I have to
become a more consistent leader."
When Harris came to JMU in the fall
of 1984, she had doubts as to whether
she would play — let alone start
consistently — at JMU. But she earned
a starting spot right away and has
played continually for three seasons. In
that time she has learned several lessons
that she can apply to both basketball
and life in general.
"First of all I learned that you have to
play as a team in basketball, you can't
always worry about yourself. I've
learned that you must discipline
yourself at all times, must have pride in
yourself and you must have confidence
in yourself," she said.
"I learned early that when you're
playing basketball, you have to
concentrate only on basketball and not
other things that may be going on, and
the same holds true when I'm doing
other things," added Harris. "I can't take
thoughts of basketball home with me.
If I do, I would have problems in both
areas.
"It's important to have discipline in
the classroom. Basketball teaches you
. quickly to divide your time wisely.
During basketball season, you have
little free time and it's important to
balance your activities.
"When I first got here, I tried to do
everything that a normal college student
does — and learned the hard way that
because of basketball I have to give up
some other activities."
Moorman identified several areas in
which her captain has made great
improvement during her JMU career.
"Last year she more than doubled her
assist total from the previous season,"
Moorman said. "In her first two
seasons, she was unable to hit the open
teammate for the easy buckets, but she
has learned to widen her vision of the
court"
/
Even though Harris has an excellent
chance of ending her career as one of the
all-time top-rated Dukes in several
categories, she and Moorman both saw
See HARRIS page 15>
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Replace trio of starters

Newcomers provide nucleus for Dukes
By JOHN CRAIG
Staff writer
They came from all over Virginia and
from Connecticut and have assembled
on the JMU women's basketball team
for the 1987-88 season. These five
newcomers are all freshmen, and
according to head coach Shelia
Moorman, the Dukes should benefit
from their addition.
"We're going to need several of them
to play good minutes and fill a good
role for us, but right now that role will
probably be off the bench," Moorman
said. "Now whether that stays that way
by the time we start our season, and as
the season continues, we'll have to
see."
The Dukes signed three guards and
two forwards for this season, a team in
itself. From Virginia are all-state
forward Vicki Harris from Waynesboro,
all-state guard Paula Schuler from
Fairfax, guard Kerri Gilmore from
Res ton and forward Elizabeth Lokie
from Portsmouth. Guard Nickie
Hardison, an all-state performer from
Bridgeport, Conn., is the only non-state
newcomer.
"We probably suffered the most
significant losses in terms of the
conference," said Moorman. "The other
team that maybe suffered similar kinds
of losses is American [University]."
American graduated two" starters and
dropped another when center Kelly Lane
transferred to Temple, but JMU lost
three starters — forwards Betsy Witman
and Julie Franken, and guard Flo
Jackson, as well as reserve center Erin
Mahony — to graduation. Moorman,
however, sought new players with a
definite purpose.
"We recruited Vicki [Harris] with the
idea that we would play her on the
perimeter," she said, since early signee
Melissa Robinson was going to play
the post position. But since Robinson
decided to go elsewhere, Moorman has
found it necessary to teach Harris the
pivot.
"Now, I'm in hopes that by game
time that [Harris] could fill either
forward spot," said Moorman. "She
could face or go with her back to the
basket and that would be a real help to
us depth-wise."
The 6-foot rfauris was named to the
Converse All-America Team as a
Waynesboro High School senior. She
played in the 1987 Virginia High
School League All-Star game, was
named first team all-state forward in '87
and second team in "86. earned
All-Valley District first team honors

the last three years and averaged 22.6
points and 10 rebounds to lead the
Valley District in scoring.
"Every intra-squad [game] we've had,
she's scored very well [and] she's held
her own on the boards," said Moorman,
"So out of [the freshmen] she really has
been the most significantly aggressive."
Harris, who was also approached by
William and Mary, Virginia and
Richmond, said she likes JMU's style
of play.
"In high school I played both
[perimeter and inside post]. Here [at
JMU] there is more quickness and more
movement inside," she said. "It is a lot
more flexible and I like that."
Gilmore, 5-foot-6, was invited to
play by George Washington, American,
Delaware and George Mason, but the
All-Great Falls District first team
selection for two years chose the
Dukes. An All-Northern Region first

team choice in 1987, Gilmore described
her feelings on advancing to college
play.
*
"It is a major step up in caliber," said
Gilmore. "[The recruiting class is]
working twice as hard to catch up. It's
like learning everything all over again,
but at a faster pace and higher skill
level."
Schuler, 5-foot-10, was an All-State
second team pick as a senior at
Robinson Secondary School. She was a
four-time All-Northern Region and
All-Northern District first. team
selection and was named to the
All-Metro Washington first team in
1987. Schuler garnered a 20-point,
10-rebound average her senior year and
stands as Robinson's all-time leading
scorer with 1,687 points.
While Penn State, Rutgers and Wake
Forest were trying to persuade Schuler
to join their programs, she opted for

JMU and assessed the talent she is now
surrounded with.
"Any one of the freshmen could come
in right now and we wouldn't stand out
if we were mixed in," she said. "[Here]
everybody is pushing everybody else to
make the team better."
A newspaper in New York City knew
what it was doing when they twice
named Hardison, the first team all-state
guard from Connecticut, to their
All-Star team in 1986 and J987.
Hardison reflected on the question of
"Why JMU?"
N
"In choosing JMU, I was looking for
something new," said Hardison. "I like
it because there is better competition
and it is more organized."
Street and Smith magazine and USA
Today both named her All-American
honorable mention in 1987. Hardison,
5-foot-7, averaged 21.6 points, 8.8
rebounds and S.2 assists in 1987 and led
her team to the quarterfinals of the state
tournament both of the last two years.
Providence,
Seton
Hall,
Massachusetts and Fairfield approached
Hardison, but as she said, "JMU has
always been at the top of the list."

"We're going to
need several of
them to play good
minutes and fill a
aood role for us,
but right now that
role will probably
be off the bench."
-Shelia Moormai
Lokie, a 5-foot-11 forward, was a
four-time All-Tidewater Conference
selection at Nansemond-Suffolk
Academy, averaging 15.2 points, 11.1
rebounds and 4.5 assists last season.
Behind her 1,279 career pointSj*N-SA
was voted the top independent high
school team in Virginia. As if that's
not enough, she is die fourth member
of her family to play college hoops.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Freshmen Paula Schuler, Elizabeth Lokle and Vlckl Harris (left
to right) could play a big part In JMU's plans this season.
,

•■

"I've loved the game since I was six
years old and just looked up to [other
family members] and followed their
role," Lokie said. "It's a great game and
I've always been interested in it"
Lokie's brothers, David and Mike,'

See NEWCOMERS page 15>
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To the wire
Evenly matched rivals hope to knock Dukes off their pedestal

1

By DAVE WASHBURN
Staff writer

Although JMU is the odds-on favorite to repeat as
the Colonial Athletic Association women's
basketball champions, the road to the title will be
much more difficult than last season, when the
Dukes registered a perfect 12-0 conference record.
Key graduation losses suffered by the top teams,
combined with an influx of several talented
freshmen to some ol last vear s weaker squads, have
had a prolound impact on bringing a newtound
parity to the CAA. American and East Carolina
should once again provide stiff challenges lor JMU.
while George Mason and Richmond are both grcaiJy
improved and could surprise.

will propel her into another CAA tournament
championship contest are sophomore center Doreen
Benes, sophomore guard Danielle Blackburn, senior
guard Janine Lorimer and junior forward Shauna
Walden. Each should battle for a starting role this
year and will be counted on heavily for much of the
scoring slack.
American lost several talented players due to
graduation and it will take a while for the Eagles to
adjust. But by mid-season, the Eagles should begin
to jell and will become a soild force to be reckoned
with by year s end. Prediction: Tied for third.

forward who transferred to the Patriots from George
Washington, where she led the Atlantic 10 in
scoring with an average of 19.6 points per game.
Lewis also will bank on 6-foot-3 freshman center
Karen Bruining, who averaged 22.8 points and 15.0
rebounds per game in high school for heavy
contributions. Freshman Tracy Lyle, a Street and
Smith high school Ail-American at guard, also
should make her presence felt.
The Patriots appear a year away from contending
for the conference title. It will take some time for
ihe newcomers to make the transition, but look for
George Mason to produce a few upsets — especially
;n the second half of the season. Prediction: Fifth.
« *

Richmond
(13-15,6-6)

\JHC*

UNC-Wilmington %-*k
East Carolina

r.<

(16-13,7-5)
New head coach Pat Pierson takes over for the
Pirates and inherits a veteran and highly talented
squad. East Carolina's strength undoubtedly lies in
its front line, where the Pirates return all three of
their starters from a year ago. The trio consists of
senior center/forward Alma Bethea (11.8 points per
game, 6.2 rebounds per game), senior forward Chris
O'Conner (7.3 ppg, 3.4 rpg), and senior forward
Monique Pompili (12.1 ppg, 8.0 rpg).
The Pirates also should have two experienced
backcourt personnel manning the guard positions, in
sophomore Irish Hamilton and junior Pam
Williams, to compliment the team's potent inside
attack. If Hamilton and Williams falter, look for
Pierson to waste little time in replacing them with
freshmen Kate Kinney and Wendy Morton.
East Carolina finished in a lie for second place last
year with American, but if the guards can get the
ball inside, look for the Pirates to make a strong run
at the conference title. Prediction: Second.

American
(20-8,7-5)
American will have to rely on several new faces in
order to repeat last season's record. The Eagles return
only five players, with only two of them being
starters: senior center Kia Cooper (8.1 ppg, 6.8 rpg)
and senior forward Beth Shearer (14.9 ppg, 5.9 rpg).
The returnees who head coach Linda Ziemke hopes

Head coach Stephanie Gaitley comes into this
season with her most talented squad ever. Richmond
returns nine players — including four starters from
last year's squad — while boasting one of the best
freshman classes in the conference.
Leading the way for the Spiders will be center
Laurie Governor. As a junior, the 6-foot-2 center
averaged 16.5 points and 9.4 rebounds per game and
is considered one of the top players in the league
this season. Also back for Gaitley are guards Pam
Bryant (10.3 ppg) and Dana Pappas, along with
sophomore forward Beth Spence.
-Richmond also should have a solid bench to
complement their experienced staring five.
The Spiders finally appear ready to make a serious
challenge to the conference's upper echelon. They
have the necessary experience, but the telling factor
will be whether Gaitley can get her team to
overcome the confidence and consistency problems
they have displayed in the past. Prediction: Tied for
third.

(19-9,6-6)
Seahawks' coach Marilyn Christoph will rely on a
trio of returning starters to carry much of the load
for the team this season. Senior forward Sharon
McDowell (15.9 ppg, 10.9 rpg), the leading field
goal percentage shooter in the nation last season,
joins Sissy Morse (12.9 ppg) to head the list along
with junior point guard Johnnie Smith.
The top candidates for the other two jobs appear to
be junior transfer forward Roslyn Flood and
sophomore Charlene Page, along with freshmen
Cindy Makowski and Christina Taylor.
UNC-W never should be counted out with their
solid returnees and fast-tempo game. But they
probably have too many holes to be a contender this
year. Prediction: Sixth.

William
and Mary
George Mason
4JJL^17^3^9JL__
The Patriots also should improve greatly. Head
coach Jim Lewis returns three starters from last
season, headed by leading rebounder Beverly
McLaughlin. The senior center averaged 10.3 points
and 6.9 caroms per contest last year and stands
among the better front-line players in the
conference. GMU's two other returning starters,
junior forward Jennine Jeminez (9.6 ppg, 6.0 rpg)
and sophomore forward Veronica Holland, should
provide Lewis will a solid nucleus.
The Patriots' success this season depends greatly
on how fast three of their highly touted newcomers
develop. Topping the list is Cindy Baruch, a junior

(4-23,1-11)
The good news for head coach Pat Megel is that
the Tribe returns four of its five starters to help
them improve on last seaon's dismal record. Three
seniors in Fonda Gray, Beth Hairfield (8.0 ppg, 6.1
rpg) and Debbie Wade (8.8 ppg, 6.4 rpg) should
provide the majority of the scoring and leadership.
The other returning starter is sophomore guard'
Robin Wade, who gained much experience last
season and will run the William and Mary attack.
The bad news for Megel is that no one else
appears to be ready to fill the last starting spot.
The Tribe should be improved as most of their
starters return. But it's unlikely William and Mary
will have enough talent or depth to get out of the
CAA cellar. Prediction: Seventh.

i
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Preview

Women
>■ (Continued from page 10)

a lot of new faces and should be improved enough to
compete for the conference's automatic NCAA bid,
Moorman said.
The league is also starting to develop more parity,
and that's what gives people the notion that they may
be able to exploit JMU this season following the
loss of its seniors.
"I don't perceive us as going into every game with
people looking to really get after us," Moorman said.
"1 don't think we'll be an underdog, but I think we'll
be more on an even keel.
"I think a lot of our opponents will look at us this
year like, "Well, they lost an awful lot and I'm not so
sure they'll be that good," and maybe that could be to
our advantage."
JMU still has a relatively tough out-of-conference
schedule as well. Teams like Penn State and in-state
rivals Virginia and Old Dominion are all
well-respected nationally. Add Seton Hall and
Houston as first round tournament opponents, and the
schedule looks comparable to that of a year ago.
"If we thought we had the ability to do so,"
Moorman said, "Our schedule could really be
horrendous. We get a lot of invitations [Texas and
Missouri among the notables] to tournaments, most
of it because people think we've done well and they
would like to have us on their schedule.
1

"

"But we're playing who we should play...It's a
challenging schedule, but not one that would drown
us. You can over-schedule very easily as well."
Moorman, in her sixth year, is also looking
forward to this season. She no longer has to build a
team from scratch, and the pressure is considerably
less than 1986.
"I personally really felt challenged, much more so
than a year ago," she said. "A year ago the pressure
was expectation. This year it seems more of a
challenge to go out and build something again, build
something that you don't know how it's going to
turn out"
Regardless of how well* she "rebuilds" this year,
Moorman can forget any chances of repeating past
successes if her veterans have a hard time handling
their newfound {esponsibility. *
"That's probably the biggest question mark right
now," she said. "Can our veteran players live up to
the expectations that their graduated teammates have
left in our accomplishments of the last three years?
"They know that those juniors and seniors are
expected to carry the load, and can they face up to that
challenge in a positive manner? Right now, on some
days they appear up to it and some days they're kind
of iffy, but I know the potential is there for them to
do so."
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Women's Basketball
Newsservice

Off the Glass Magazine
Preseason Top 20

facets which could use improvement
"She always draws our toughest
defensive assignment. She has good
speed and quickness which helps her get
many transition points," Moorman
said. "I've always been on her to get
more rebounds, and I feel that it is
important for our team that she anchors
herself belter to get more rebounds this
season."
Harris agreed that rebounding never
has been a strong point but hopes to
improve at that and other areas this
season.
"I would like to get 10 rebounds a
game, but that is probably not a
realistic goal. Rebounding is not the
easiest thing to do." said Harris. "I want
to build my defensive intensity back up
a little. Defense has always been
important to me, but I feel like I

slacked off a little last season."

Harris is looking forward to passing
the 1,000 point barrier as well.
Currently ranking eighth on the Dukes'
career list with 964 career points, she
should improve both marks early in the
season.
As the new season quickly
approaches, Harris realized people
expect the Dukes to continue their
winning tradition so JMU will face its
share of pressure.
"People expect a lot from us. They
see that we have three starters returning
and figure we should be just as good as
we were last year," Harris. "That may
not be the case, especially early on. The
first month will probably be a learning
month for us; we should hit our peak in
January.
"We have come a long way, but we
still have a long way to go."

Newcomers—
► (Continued from page 13)

played at Virginia Wesleyan and
Roanoke College, respectively, and her
sister Kathy played at Kentucky before
transferring to the University of
Hawaii.
Moorman has few qualms about
giving first-year players key roles.
"We always have [been ready to let a
freshman step in]. Last year was really
an exception for us where we had a very
veteran team and didn't have any
freshmen," said Moorman, now in her

sixth year as JMU's head coach.
"Every other year that I've been here,
we've always had a freshman in the
starting lineup. I'm not one of these
coaches who says, There's no way a
freshman cat! start' If they're capable of
it, they'll doit."
As the Dukes head into the season,
each one of the freshmen has had to
make some adjustments with lifestyle
and planning; but as Harris put it, "I
can't imagine school without playing a
sport and you manage and learn to
manage your time."

File photo

JMU's Donna Budd (11),
shown here against East
Carolina, now will move to
tha shooting guard spot.
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Fast FREE Delivery
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Playoff-bound JMU stops Bucs
By Rob Washburn
editor

JOHNSON CITY. Term. — With its back against
the wall and a berth in the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs on the line, the JMU football team overcame
a muffed punt, two turnovers and three long pass
plays to defeat East Tennessee State 28-24 Saturday
night at Memorial Center.
The victory improved the Dukes' record to 9-2,
tying a team record for most wins in a season, and
earned them a spot in the 16-team playoff field
against Marshall University Saturday.
"This is the sweetest feeling I've ever known in
football," senior tackle Roy Delph said. "It's what
we've worked for and it's been our goal. We've taken
so much grief from the press and so many doubters,
but we believed in ourselves. There were only five
teams in the country that won nine games, and we're

one of them. I don't want to be stopped." '
JMU head coach Joe Purzycki thought his team had
assured itself a spot in the playoffs by defeating
Northeastern a week ago, but things got more
complicated as the week went on. Boston University
athletic director Rick Taylor, one of four
representatives on the playoff selection committee,
was quoted as saying 12 teams had locked up
post-season bids, and JMU was not one of them.
Thus, the Dukes were put in yet another pressure
situation.
"I guess everybody made it clear to us [that] you
had to win to get in," Purzycki said. "It's not a sense
of relief, I think it's more a sense of elation because
in the back of my mind [I thought] a loss here . . .
might tarnish what we had done all season.
"We're excited. We've earned our way in, we didn't
back in."

The Dukes got a total team effort in picking up the
victory, but for the first time in several weeks it was
the offense who bailed out the defense on several
occasions. Twice in the second half JMU found itself
in crucial fourth-and-one situations, and both times
the Dukes picked up the first down.
The first key fourth-down situation came with eight
minutes remaining and the ball silting on ETSU's
3-yard line. Clinging to a 21-17 lead, Purzycki opted
to run Tony Graddy on a sweep to the right side
rather than attempt a short field goal. The result was
a game-winning touchdown and an 11-point cushion.
"We put everything on the offense," Purzycki said.
"Everybody wanted me to go for the field goal, but I
was worried about the angle of the kick and I was
worried about East Tennessee's ability to score again.
See FOOTBALL page 37>

Newly shaven swimmers roll over Va. Tech
By John R. Craig
staff writer

After putting their razors to good use
before the meet, the JMU men's
swimmers recorded their best
performance of the year Saturday.
The Dukes' men's swimming and
diving team won 10 of 13 events at
Savage Natatorium and dominated the
Virginia Tech Hokies in every facet.
JMU broke three pool records and
qualified eight different swimmers for
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference meet as the Dukes crushed
Virginia Tech 143-71.
JMU recorded some of its fastest
times and had nine second places and
eight third places to go along with their
ten firsts. The reason?
"We've had a lot of tough meets so
far this semester, and for a shave-down
to work, you have to have some tough
competition and tough limes with hair
on your legs, and then when you shave
down, it makes [the limes] all the
better," said JMU senior Eric Johnson.
The Dukes did shave down before the
meet, taking all extra hair off their arms
and legs and getting haircuts —
allowing for sleek entries and speed in
the water.
"We had to [shave down] for one meet
and we felt that {the Hokies] have a
talented group [who didn't shave down],
and they are a far superior team than
their score would indicate," said JMU
head coach Charles Arnold.
The Dukes improved to 4-2 while
Virginia Tech. who also lost to
Virginia and Clemson, dropped to 0-3.
"[They were] probably the best dual
meet times we've ever had — and that s

taking into consideration three years
ago when we beat UVa," said Arnold,
as he shook pool water out his sneakers
and wrung out his socks.
After the final event, JMU took a
page out of the NFL's New York
Giants' "Super Guide to Celebration."
Instead of dousing Arnold with
Gatoradc, however, the Dukes threw
their coach into the water and cheered,
knowing they had just posted their best
showing of the season.
"[This win] just gives us a fantastic
amount of confidence," Arnold said.
"We know what we do and you have to
start to live up to that when you get
down to the [Colonial Athletic
Association meet]. You know you've
done it once and you can do it again."
The meet was only close once, 19-13
after the first two events, with JMU
never trailing. In the opening 400-yard
medley relay, Brian Tobias (52.94),
Eric Johnson (57.81), Mike Barefoot
(51.85) and Mike Hurley (47.16)
combined for a new pool record of
3:29.76. The old record, 3:32.18, was
set back in 1985 by Tobias, Johnson,
Chris Keoughan and Randy Parker.
"Basically, the team did really well,"
Johnson said. "I think just about
everyone who swam had their best
time. We've never beaten Tech; we've
only swam [against] them for three
years, so I think we've accomplished a
lot."
Then in the 1000-yard freestyle, the
Hokies* Todd Sturgeon beat JMU's Bill
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Brackman, 9:46.56-9:50.28, but
Brackman was quick enough to qualify
for the ECAC meet, as did seven of his JMU freshman Paul Lord enters the water after a dive In the
See MEN page 39> Dukes' 143-71 win over Virginia Tech Saturday.
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ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUB'SB
AD TRIVIA:

CONGRATULATIONS
TO LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA
WINNERS:

Head
First
Haircutters

Robert Moore
Crystal Neal
Andrew Palmer
Michelle Tolley
Karen Van Der Veer

Newstip?_
Newstip?.
Newstip?
If you have any newstips or
other information about things
in and around JMU, call x6127,
We'd love to hear from you.

Set the stage for your career in entertainment!
For the 1988 season, Oprylond will cost more than 400 talented
performers, instrumentalists, stage managers, and stage crew
members in a dozen lavish productions featuring every kind of
American musk. We want talent that sparkles with showmonship
and professionalism.
You'll work with top professionals and polish your performing
skills before an audience of over 2 million in one of the nation's
music capitals...Nashville..."Music CHy, USA!" You'll get good pay.
And best of all, the opportunity to step into the limelight like numerous other Oprylond veterons including members of "Restless
Heart," Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, Cynthia Rhodes, and "The
Girls Next Door."
No appointment is necessary. A piano accompanist, record and
cassette players will be provided at auditions.
For more information on any of our 23 city auditions, contact
Oprylond Entertainment Department,
2802 Oprylond Drive, Nashville,TN 37214.
(615) 871 -6656,10 a.m."to 5 p.m. (CST)
Monday through Friday.
HARRISON BURG, VIRGINIA
Tuesday, December 1,1987
2:00-5:00 p.m.
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Auditorium
(Sponsored by the Dept. of Music)

Join the Crowd
Advertise in The Breeze Classifieds
Whether it's to sell a loft, find a job,
or just letting the blond in your 8:00
class know you're interested.

_^_

The Breeze does it all.

CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
NOON TUESDAY
For Thursday's Issue
NOON FRIDAY
For Monday's Issue
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Dukes capture ECAC volleyball crown
By Stephanie Swaim
staff writer

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. — Before the finals of the
ECAC women's volleyball tournament Sunday,
coach Lynn Davidson found a volleyball with the
number 100 written on it. It was fitting that the
Dukes used that ball to warm up with and then gave
Davidson her 100th career victory.
In a closely fought match, the Dukes defeated
Hofstra University 15-7, 15-7, 7-15, 7-15, 15-7, to
win the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
championships. J Mil's Cathy Cole was selected the
tournament's Most Valuable Player and the Dukes'
Rosemary McHugh and Chrissy Penas were selected
to the All-Tournament team.
Davidson's career record is now 100-59 in four
seasons, combining her two-year stint at East
Carolina and her two-year record at JMU. The win
closed the season for the Dukes with a 35-7 record.
"Tell you what it couldn't have come at a better
time, it couldn't have been with a better group of
kids. All year long they've played great," Davidson
said. "This is the best season I've ever had as a
coach. This is real special. I'll remember this one
until the day I die."

Despite the wind chill factor of zero degrees on
Saturday, JMU put on a numbing show of its own.
Playing in the first round of the tournament at
Hofstra University, the second-seeded Dukes handily
defeated third-seeded Northeastern to advance to the
final. Before a crowd of mostly JMU supporters
who had come to see the five native New Yorkers
on the Dukes' team, JMU controlled the match with
a 15-10,15-8, 15-11 victory.
"It was a real good team effort," Davidson said.
"Everyone contributed in ways we needed. I think
the standout would be Cathy Cole. She had a strong
match and played well."
In the other first-round match, top-seeded Hofstra
defeated Farleigh-Dickinson in three games to
advance to the final round. Hofstra had defeated JMU
earlier this year in three games.
The Dukes came out determined in the finals and
easily took the first two games 15-7, 15-7. It looked
as if it would be a quick match, but Hofstra battled
back in the third game.
McHugh scored four points, two which were
aces, before Hofstra answered with four of its own.
The teams battled to a 7-7 tie before Hofstra took
the next eight points to win the game 15-7.
The fourth game saw JMU ahead 7-4 before

Hofstra, determined to see the match go to five
games, took the next 11 points to win again 15-7.
The stage was set for a bitter end to the Dukes'
season when Hofstra took a 4-0 lead in the fifth
game, but the Dukes came back by capturing an
emotional 10 straight points.
The game wasn't won yet, however, as Hofstra
managed to close the gap to 11-7. But with several
diving saves, particularly one by Erika Johnson that
almost launched her into the stands, JMU kept the
lead to win 15-7.
"It's a nice way to go out," McHugh said. "We
won the ECAC my freshman year and it's nice td
finish up with it again."
McHugh also remarked that the win was
especially satisfying, since it was Davidson's 100th.
"It's something we wanted to do for her," McHugh
said. "She's put a lot of time and effort into the
team. It's nice when we can give something back to
her like her 100th win."
After the game, the Dukes celebrated not only the
ECAC championship, but the end of their diet —
which has kept them from eating sugar and fried
food — by eating cookies and cake before the
trophies could even be handed out.
"It was worth the wait," said senior Julie Kessler.

Late Hokie surge overcomes JMU women
By John R. Craig
staff writer

The JMU's women's swimming and
diving team swept the first three places
in the 50-yard freestyle and were down
by just five points, 61-56, after seven
events Saturday at Savage Natatorium,
but the Virginia Tech Hokies opened
their lead over the Dukes to finish with
a 150-118 win.
JMU dropped to 1-3; Virginia Tech
won its first meet in three tries.
The Hokies won the 1-meter diving
as Martha Lavely edged Heather Stewart
of JMU, 204.75-204.45, putting the
Hokies in front 71-63.
Virginia Tech then went on to win all
seven of the remaining swimming
events.
P
[The Hokies] got ahead of us and we
didn't have confidence in ourselves that
we could come back," saffl Dukes' head
coach Judi Flohr. "We can, but I don't
think that [the team knows) that yet."
Stewart won the 3-mcter diving
217.65-202.95 over Lavely, cutting the
Hokies' margin to 128-108, but it
wasni enough.
fWe s(wam very well last Tuesday
lagainst Old Dominion] and
emotionally we were really up [for that
meet]," Flohr said. "It's difficult to
come back and do that in the same
week. It can be done, [but] it's difficult.
"This team is so young that they
haven't figured out how to [come back]
yet, so in some respects now we've
learned that," Flohr added. "And we ve
learned it early enough in the season

that we can't let it happen [again] when a 10:40.60 in the 1,000-yard freestyle
we have some other situations where Saturday, more than 10 seconds under
the ECAC standard of 10:51.29.
we have two meets in the same week."
Rosato,
in the 100-yard breast-stroke,
Last Tuesday JMU senior Annie
recorded
a time of 1:10.60, under the
Jones qualified for the Eastern
ECAC
mark
of 1:11.31.
Collegiate Athletic Conference meet in
And
Rae
Asbridgc,
watching poolside
both the 50- and 100-yard freestyle
because
of
a
leg
injury,
had qualified for
events. She bettered her qualifying
the
ECAC's
in
the
100-yard
times against Virginia Tech, swimming
breaststroke
Tuesday
with
a
1:10.29.
a time of 24.90 in the 50- and 54.46 in
"Our next meets are up in Philadelphia
the 100-yard freestyle.
and
with a little bit more practice
Also, sophomores Kamie Kuestcr and
behind
us, we can get some more of
Donna Rosato qualified. Kuester swam

those qualifying times so by the time
we're ready to go to the [ECAC's], well
have about ten people represented,"
Flohr said.
Virginia Tech won all but three
events Saturday afternoon. JMU had 12
second places to the Hokies' four, but
as Flohr pointed out, staying close was
crucial for the Dukes.
"I knew they would [take a lot of first
places]," she said. "Out of the 10
See WOMEN page 37>-

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
JMU's Slobhan Murphy swims freestyle during the Dukes' 150-118 loss to Virginia Tech.
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EVERYONE?
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Here at The Breeze, it's ourjob to
write about the latest events at JMU
— so you don't have to! Stop getting
writer's cramp and send all those
relatives and friends a subscription!

LET US KEEP IN TOUCH
FOR
YOU!
Mail payment to:
»
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• SKLL. • TRADI OR PAWN
ANYTHING or VAI.UK

Jewelry — VCR — TVs
Antiques — Silver — Gold
Dolls — Musical Equipment
Cameras — Tapes
■\

915 S. High St., Harrisonburg, VA
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433-0986
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434-5001
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* and Restaurant

f,¥

American and Mexican Cuisine
54 Rooms with Executive, Dridol 6 Family
Color Cable TV • POOL • HBO • DIRECT

FREE LOCAL CALLS D,AL PH0NE
Heoting & A/C
SB
OSTTi NORTH EXIT 65 OFF INT. 61

10% discount to JMU students, faculty, and staff!!

w

"Expression Mair Cutters
1431 South Main St.
434-7055

Glen's Fair Price
Store, Inc.
&&*

Football
> (Continued from page 33)

To mc, that was the play of the game."
Purzycki's move paid off as the
Buccaneers needed only 2:32 to drive 85
yards and make the score 28-24 with
5:15 to play. The score came on a
27-yard pass from quarterback Jeff
Morgan to George Searcy. Morgan was
outstanding all day, completing
12-of-26 passes for 236 yards and three
touchdowns.
The Dukes were unable to pick up a
first down on the ensuing possession,
and ETSU got its final chance to take
the lead with 3:28 remaining. Morgan
was able to complete an 18-yard pass
on first down to move the ball to the
Buccaneer 45-yard line, but from there
the Dukes' defense stiffened on four
straight plays to kill the drive.
Again JMU struggled to bum the rest
of the time off the clock, and faced its
second fourth-and-one situation on the
JMU 42. With just 1:12 left on the
clock, a punt would have been the safe
and logical choice — but Purzycki
again decided to go. This time Rodney
Stockett went around left end and gained
the necessary yardage by only half a
length of the football.
"I didn't want to put any more
pressure on the kicking people than we
had to," Purzycki said. "I said to
[defensive coordinator Jim] Pletcher,
'Can you handle it from here, I don't
want to kick.' He said to go for it.
"We came up smelling pretty good
today. You're either the goat or the hero
on those plays. We get stuffed and I
don't look too good right now."
That statement also could be used to
describe JMLTs performance in the first
half. The Dukes' secondary didn't look
good in allowing touchdown passes of
50 and 32 yards from Morgan to Sam
Brown, as ETSU went into halftime
tied 14-14.
But JMU's offense came up smelling
good with a controlled ground attack
that mounted 281 yards for the game.
Leading the way was fullback Greg
Medley, who picked up a team-high 94
yards on 16 carries. The sophomore
also was responsible for the Dukes' first
touchdown of the game on a 14-yard
gallop to tie the game 7-7.
Stockett accounted for the Dukes'
other first-half score when he capped a
74-yard drive with a 1 -yard run.
"We got burned a couple of times,"

Puryzcki said. "But I thought it was a
little bit reversed. Usually the defense is
always bailing out the offense, but this
time we put some pressure on the
offense. They had to come up and make
some big plays and they did."
The biggest play came on JMU's
opening drive of the second half.
Quarterback Eric Green faked a slant
pass, and found split end Tony Miller
wide open behind the ETSU secondary.
Miller caught the ball in full stride and
galloped 63 yards for a touchdown and a
21-14 lead.
The Buccaneers had two good
opportunities in the third quarter to
close the JMU lead, but the Dukes'
defense was able to hold ETSU to just
three points. The first JMU miscue
came when punter John Druiett hobbled
a snap and was tackled at the JMU 36,
and the second happened when Julius
Sherman fumbled a punt and the
Buccaneers recovered on the the JMU
23.
"We were tested in every way in
terms of character and having to play
with our backs up against the wall,"
Purzycki said. "We're a legitimate top
10 team. We did what we had to do in
tight situations and prevailed. Now we
go to the icing portion of the season."

f-AA Playoff Pairings
First Round
(all games Saturday)

Western Regional:
JMU (9-2) at Marshall (7-4);
Weber State (9-2) at Idaho
(9-2)
Eastern Regional:
Maine (8-3) at Ga. Southern
(8-3); Richmond (7-4) at
Appalachian State (9-2)
Southern Regional:
North Texas State (7-4) at
Northeast Louisiana (9-2);
Western Kentucky (7-3) at
Eastern Kentucky (8-2)
Central Regional:
Jackson State (8-2-1) at
Arkansas State (7-3-1);
Youngstown State (8-3) at
Northern Iowa (8-3)

Women
Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Store.
Your Discount Photo Store for Developing Printing,
Enlarging, & Photographic Supplies

Same Day Photo Finishing Service
434-8272

> (Continued from page 35)

swimmers they have, five of them are
very good. I told [our] team that if we
were going to win, we'd (have to] swim
[second, third, and fourth].
"Well, we didn't get some of the
places that we should have gotten. I
mean, we got touched out here and
there. We're capable of beating that
team, but it means getting two, three,

and four."
The Dukes must swim against the
current after the Thanksgiving break.
They have back-to-back meets Dec. 5
and 6 against Villanova and LaSalle so
they have two weeks to get on track.

"I expected we'd be 3-1 at this point,
but we've learned so much that I don't
think it's going to gel us down."

V
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You Want Easy To Operate?

The Zenith Data Systems
eaZy™pc
Dual Floppy Drive:
Special Student Price:
$ 699
Single Floppy with Hard Disk:
Special Student Price:
$ 999
The eaZy,Mpc from Zenith Data Systems gives
you a full-featured computer that's so simple to
operate, you can be up and running within minutes after opening the box. It's easy on your
budget, too! Because it comes at a great price.
And along with all this, you get some very
important extras...
Now, the eaZy pc can be yours at a great
student price when you visit your nearby Zenith
Data Systems Campus Contact. We'll also give
you a full demonstration, and match you up with
the right software and peripherals. So you'll end
up with a computer that can take you .all the way
from college to career!
The eaZy pc is a complete personal computer system. All you have to do is plug it in. Once
you turn the system on, it tells you exactly what
to do, in plain English-thanks to Microsoft's®
MS-DOS Manager. The eaZy pc even comes
with a 14" monochrome monitor attached. And
it's PC-compatible, so it will run virtually all the
important MS-DOS software. Plus, it features an
easy-to-use keyboard... and compact, high
capacity 3VS' disk drives.
So visit us today, and get your very own eaZy
pc at a great student price. See you soon!

Test Drive & Register To Win
EaZy - 2 pc
November 23
P C Dukes Ballroom
1:00 to 7:00 PM
Other PC's Available:

•

Special Price Day nf Show Only

Beg,

Special

$ 699

$ 600

r

£NiTH

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

« 1987. Zenith Data Systems
■

•
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Men
V (Continued from page 33)

w®m
(upcoming events in JMU sports)

FOOTBALL
Saturday — First-round, NCAA
Division l-AA playoffs: JMU at
Marshall (Huntington, W.Va.),
12:30 p.m.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Monday — Peter Weilenmann
at NCAA Championships
(Charlottesville), 11 a.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday-Sunday—JMU at
SW Missouri Tournament
(Springfield, Mo.).

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Nov. 30 — MarylandBaltimore County at JMU, 7:30
p.m.

teammates later in the meet.
Mike Gough qualified in the 200-yard
freestyle with 1:43.51, just faster than
the standard of 1:43.99; and in the
100-yard freestyle with a 47.27, .32
seconds better than the qualifying time.
Parker qualified in the 50- and
100-yard freestyle events with 20.91
and 45.39 times, besting ECAC marks
of 21.89 and 47.59 respectively. Also,
Tobias and Brian Drinkwater both
qualified in the 100- and 200-yard
backstroke.
Johnson was involved in three events
and could have been the only Duke to
qualify in all three if it hadn't been for a
judgment call by the referee.
As Johnson finished the breaststroke
length of the 200-yard individual
medley (IM), the official disqualified
him because Johnson didn't bring his
head above the water before he touched
the wall.
"I think it was a bad call, but there's
not much I can do about it now,"
Johnson said. "The fact that I had the
best time kind of hurts, but for this part
of the season to have my best time, at
least I know 1 did it."
As if that wasn't enough controversy
in the 200-yard IM, two Virginia Tech
swimmers were disqualified as well
because their event cards read "200-yard
butterfly." Hence, Brad Miller of JMU

won the event with a 1:58.63 time,
qualifying for the ECAC meet by .26
seconds.
Miller also qualified in the 200-yard
butterfly, winning the event with a
The Dukes swept the 1- and 3-meter
diving once again as Steve Scanlon
registered a 25125 in the 1 -meter and
scored a 273.08 in the 3-mcter.
Justin Sheehy placed second for the
Dukes on the 1-meter board, followed
by teammate Andrew Lanzarotta third,
Tech's Mark Dahlman fourth and JMLTs
Paul Lord fifth.
On the 3-meter board, Lanzarotta,
Dahlman, Sheehy and Lord finished in
that order.
Parker set new team and pool records
in the 100-yard freestyle as he broke his
old records with a 45.39. On Feb. 14 of
this year, he scored 45.88, a team
record, and in 1985, he set a pool record
of 46.51.
Even JMU's first exhibition team —
Miller, Parker, Hurley and Gough —
set a pool record in the 400-yard
freestyle relay, scoring 3:06.85. In
Nov., 1985, Tobias, Gough, Parker and
Keoghan posted a 3:07.51.
"Next semester we don't have much
competition until the conference
championships in February," Johnson
said. "The team is on a high now and I
don't think anything can break that
high."

HR

Wrestlers place
fifth at tourney
The JMU wrestling team placed fifth
of eight teams in the Navy-Turkey
Bowl Invitational over the weekend in
Annapolis, Md.
Lock Haven won the tourney with
177 points, followed by Navy with
173. JMU totaled 68.25 points.
T^f
Brian Kurlander led the Dukes by
finishing second at 167 pounds. He lost
3-2 in the final to Lock Haven's Jodi
Carem, who was named the
tournament's outstanding wrestler.
Also for JMU, Jon Blauvelt came in
third at 126 pounds and Pat Smith
finished fourth at 158 pounds.

JMU gymnasts
fifth at Metro
The JMU gymnastics team came in
fifth of six teams at the Metro
Invitational at Annapolis, Md.
Saturday.
Navy won the meet with a score of
263.9, followed by Pitt at 252.6,
William and Mary at 235.55, Cordand
State at 214.1, JMU at 201.15 and
Radford at 191.20.
The Dukes' Mike Harley tied for first
in the vault with a 9.4 score, the first
individual win for JMU ever at the
meet.
*

PHOTO

t DUKES PLAZA
nhis Saturday - %{pvem6er 28
Listen to <WC&0 & TtiSVSl 'Broadcasting LIVE 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

The newest King Photo Features:
* 1 Hour processing of all the most popular film sizes
*

*
*•

SSJSSTzoom lens S-250 Agomjtic
Dedicated flash, everyready case and shoulder
strap
* 20 One ounce pure silver ingots
* a oiov of "A Day in the Life of America," a be
Lfle^th ove/260 pages of beaut,ful photos

**

*
*

* 1 Hour DISC film processing! (The area's only)

*
*

* "35mm Express Enlargements"
Next day service on enlargements
up to size 11x14 inches!

*
*
*
*•
*

* Member of the Kodak COLORWATCH System

*■

*

*-

* After hours film drop box

r
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* Convenient location
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Looking
around
JMU PRESIDENT RONALD Carrier's
recent withdrawal from the race for
president of the University of South
Florida should make members of the JMU
community stop and wonder about how long our
administrators will be able to stay at JMU.
This university currently has two of the state's
finest administrators and leaders in Dr. Carrier
and Dr. Russell Warren. Although Carrier says he
is "very happy with Harrisonburg and JMU," it
could be only a short time before he gets an
offer he can't refuse.
Carrier is a regular on a number of search
committee lists, and his name is quite familiar in
the state, region and country. To be considered
one of 10 finalists from a crowd of about 250
candidates applying for the South Florida
position shows he is a hot commodity with a
great many contacts, but he says JMU is the only
place tor him.
Warren, on the other hand, is JMU's hidden
asset. His five-year plan for academic
excellence has been a model to other
universities and colleges. As acting president,
he was extremely popular During that time he
also showed great leadership and
communication skills in his dealings with
students and faculty.
BUT, UNFORTUNATLEY, WORD has
gotten out on Warren. He is being
considered to fill the vacant position of
president at the University of Richmond. That
would be a logical move for Warren. Now that his
five-year plan is almost fully implemented as
JMU's Initiatives for Excellence, Warren might be
ready to look elsewhere.
There are a number of ways to keep JMU's
leadership here. Perhaps the most appealing is
the suggestion that Carrier work as a fundraising,
front man for the university as. its chancellor. If
that happened, Warren could become president
and continue his academic goals while giving
students and faculty a fresh face to deal with.
Offers keep coming for both men, and it's
strange how these offers are often kept secret.
The offers come primarily in the form of
nominations. That way, it doesn't appear as
though admistrators are looking to move, while
giving them the chance to pick and choose.
Sooner or later, one or both of JMU's top
administrators will find one of those offers to
their liking. The university now has the
responsibility to make the outside offers less
attractive and to keep the administrator's
happiness at home intact.
The above editorial is Ihe opinion of the 1987-8X
RobWashburn Breeze editorial board. ,y„ke Wilson
editor
managing editor
Mark Charnock Stephen Rountree
editorial editor asst. editorial editor

T

U.S., Soviet Union must now
recognize new world powers
The perspective of nuclear arms as an international,
multi-faceted crisis, not limited to the Soviet Union
and the United States, has been disregarded in light of
promises for unprecendented reduction in the nuclear
arsenal at the Reagan/Gorbechcv summit next month.
Pakistan and India, to name just two, are part of a
growing cluster of nations with nuclear arms
capabilities. While stability is not to be measured in
numbers with these weapons, the greatest danger lies
in the access of this technology to more radical
countries.
Pakistan is the most recent addition to the list of
countries to have purified the Cranium 235 isotope
well beyond what is required for nuclear power
purposes. Its political stability is questionable, and it
can no longer be ignored in the face of international
politics.
Before World War II, history allowed no doubt as to
who the world's leading powers were. Either a single
state reigned supreme, as with Napoleonic France, or
two did.
Now, however, the distinctions are more vague,
because any country with nuclear capabilities is
immediately justified in its claim to unsurpassed
power. While Pakistan is far from being on equal
grounds with much of the world economically, its
recently achieved techonology puts it on par
militarily with any other nation.
The concept of shared power among many nations
instead of just two, as we have become accustomed

•

to, is new to the United States and to the Soviet
Union as well. We must pay equal heed to the affairs
of Pakistan and countries like it as we focus on an
impending intermediate nuclear forces (INF) treaty.
Michael Armacost, as a representative of the United
States, traveled to India and Pakistan in early August
to examine the prospects of a non-nuclear
proliferation treaty for the two countries. The
responses were not favorable.

SGA INSIGHT
JeffBrauer
"We reject suggestions that Pakistan accept any
unilateral restraints on its nuclear program," said
Pakistani foreign minister Sagabzada Yaqub Khan,
suggesting that India would have to do the same.
According to U.S. officials, India refused to make any
concessions.
Armacost's inability to garner any interest from
either country.was chilling news for the Reagan
administration, which has proposed a $4.02 billion
aid package for Pakistan. The aid is earmarked for
Pakistani-supported Afghan rebels, fighting against

See INSIGHT page 43*
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Write on!

JMU should include a mandatory essay on future applications

To the editor:
On Thursday, November 19, The Breeze printed
an editorial critical of the proposed mandatory essay
which would be included in the JMU application.
The reasons for opposing the mandatory essay were
that it would frighten potential students away,
would promote the writing of essays which were
"stilted" and non-reflective of the student, would be
redundant, and finally that an essay would shift
emphasis from high school activities and grades
toward the ability to write well.
The purpose behind the mandatory essay has been
completely missed by the editors of The Breeze,
thus all of ihe reasons they give against it are
unfounded. The mandatory essay is an important
step towards the growth of our university. The essay
is important because it shows our university's
recognition that the ability to communicate with die
written word is invaluable.
To think that the mandatory essay would be in the
application to serve as an indicator of what that
student did in high school is ridiculous. Of course
the applicants will think that there is a right and a
wrong way of completing the essay, and of course

they will create an image of themselves which
people" and "would also discourage some students
might not be completely reflective of their
from applying." Any student who is afraid, too lazy,
personalities, but I challenge anyone to say that this
or unable to write a small two-page essay does not
is not what they did for the rest of their application.
deserve to go to JMU.
How many JMU applicants bragged in their
In order to be an excellent university, we need
application about the amount of days they skipped
capable and energetic students. This means having
the spring quarter of their senior year? How many
to work a little harder than people who go to
discussed the negative aspects of their high school
inferior schools; and anyone who would chose not
experience? (Not many, and certainly no one that
to go to JMU just because of a small essay,
goes to JMU.)
certainly would not survive the four years of work
The purpose of an application, essay or not, is to "which the university requires. I am also sure that the
make yourself look' as good as possible without selections committee would not miss these
lying. This is how you get into a university and discouraged applicants.
this also, sadly enough, creates an application which
Finally, as the purpose of the essay is only to
is "stilted" and "not reflective." However, until our show the applicant's ability to write, I want to
parents get into the selections committee, and can personally assure the editors of The Breeze that it
judge us on both our positive and negative points, would not replace the other portions of the
this is the way it is going to have to be.
application which deal with SAT's, grades or
What then is the purpose of the essay? It is to activities.
show that the student, beyond filling in the blanks
on a form, can write well. This is invaluable in an
age when communicating is something we all must
Greg Barrett
do on a daily basis. The editors of The Breeze feel
senior
that a mandatory essay would "have a way of scaring
_
English
*l

Views in opposition to the essay demonstrate shallow insight
To the editor:
Your Viewpiont entiUed "Essay Question" (Nov.
19) showed suprisingly shallow insight for The
Breeze. JMU is a school on the move. In the words
of Dr. Carrier, "Our goal is to become the best
undergraduate university in the country." This
school, as any other, is only as good as its students.
The role that the admissions office plays is,
therefore, crucial in the shaping of the school and its
credentials.
What follows is a list of the arguments which
were presented by the contributing editors who
favored no mandatory essay. After each is a
counter-argument, if you will, though "refutation"
may be more appropriate.
(1) "Essay questions have a way of scaring
people."
A student afraid of an essay is a student ill-able to
write one. Does a liberal arts university want to
attract students who cannot thrive on opportunities
for expression? Alan Cerveny, JMU's director-of
admissions, claims that there is some response to
the optional "essay" on the application now (which,

incidentally, begins with "list any major
community activities...") After having applied last
fall and having looked at the most recent
application, I still maintain that none exists. (That
is, on the assumption that essays are something
profoundly different man what Cerveny is alluding
to.) Schools with essays stress that the essay can
not be a negative influence in the entrance
evaluation. It is an opportunity for the school to
understand the student
(2) "A mandatory essay would discourage some
students from applying which would decrease the
pool of people JMU can draw from."
This university does not need students who will
not take time to write an essay. I ask that you
understand that college is home for four years, not
summer camp, and a degree has more meaning than
a sunburn. The requirement of an essay as a
determinant in so great a decision for any person is
justifiable on these grounds.
(3) "It is more important to look at the high
school record."
I grant that the essay should not be the deciding

factor in admiiting students. The numbers on a high
school record, though inherently impersonal, reflect
achievement better than an essay is able or intended
to. Nevertheless, by requiring an essay, JMU tells
prospective students that each is able to contribute
personally. "Individuality" is the catch word. The
10,000 students are not numbers at this school.
(4) "Almost any essay is a redundant part of the
application process."
v
In short, a mandatory essay is a guarantee of better
students, and by virtue of this, better school.
Capable students want to show their
college-of-choice what they are indvidually capable
of. If the administration and admission director are
sincere in their drive to improve our JMU, they will
change the admissions policy by requiring an essay
and anticapte with delight what the students who
desire four years on this campus are able to show
them.

Want your opinions heard?
Send in your letters to the editor—Speak out!

Jeff Brauer
freshman
International business
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Why can't students keep the library quiet?
To the editor:
I am fed up with the incessant noise always present
in the Carrier Library. This constant hum of talking
has been increasing steadily until now it is virtually
impossible to find a quiet study area at night. The
librarians who are responsible for keeping the library
quiet for those of us who are serious about doing our
work, are obviously not doing their job well.
I can understand the fact that my dorm room is too
noisy for me to study at night. By no means do I
mean to deem myself "King of the Dorm" to quiet
everyone else. Thus, I do not mind having to go to

the library in order to find some peace and quiet. But
because of the increasing number of loud,
inconsiderate students, I am finding even library study
virtually impossible.
Often 1 roam the library searching in vain for a
quiet place, and am unfortunately often forced to the
Harrisonburg Public Library, which is ironically even
more quiet than that of our university. My problem
is certainly not unique. I frequently hear outbursts of
"shhh" go completely unheeded.

members see it as such. Instead, as a vital and
dignified part of the university, it must function as
both a storeplace of knowledge and a quiet study area.
I hope that students will recognize this and that the
librarians will "help'' those too inconsiderate to do so
voluntarily.

John C. Wirth
freshman
political science

The library is not a place for social gatherings, but
unfortunately students and even some faculty

Thermodynamics justifies
all desires to avoid studies
To the editor:
Here I am. last-minute cramming (as
isual) lor a 9:00 a.m. exam, still sore
about missing the big gralfitu party at
lie Iratcrnitv earlier tonight. Why
-louid he schedule a test on Friday?
)oesn t he know thai JMU parties on a
'"hursday night? Well. I do feel kind of
guilty. After all. I've conveniently
neglected acadcmia for four years now
(If you don i count high school"). I
guess it won t kill me to hit the books
this one time.
All of a sudden 1 stumble across it!
Finally, in my last semester of my
senior year, I've found justification for
drinking myself silly when I should
have been studying—for playing golf
when I knew I had programs, labs, and
papers due—for sleeping in and saying
to myself, "I'll just get the notes from
someone." Where of all places do I find
my ultimate excuse?—In my physics
text under "Thermodynamics!"
All natural processes lend toward
disorder. Thus, the entropy of the
universe increases with each natural
process that occurs. All real and natural

processes are irreversible. Ultimately,
the entropy of the universe should reach
a maximum value At this point, the
universe will be in a state of uniform
temperature and densttv. All physical,
chemical, and biological processes will
ease, since a state of perfect aisorder
implies no energy available for doing
work. Each day. natural processes take
place over every square inch of our earth
and across all the galaxies. Thus, we
constantly progress toward our ultimate
fate—the "heat death" of the universe.
After reading this I realized that none
of it really matters. We're all doomed
anyway, why not live it up! The way I
see it, there's only one thing we can do
to keep this -uagedy from occurring.
You see, studying is definitely no! a
"natural process." Maybe if we all start
studying 24 hours-a-day and slop doing
such natural things as partying and
sleeping, we can stop this thing before.
. . nah! Goodnight.
Neal M. Woodard
senior
computer science/physics
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Honor Council, look again
To the editor:
I'm sitting here in Harrison Hall, the front
entrance actually, thinking about this semester at
JMU. For myself, it has been a relatively easy
transition from Blue Ridge Community College,
which I graduated from in the spring of this year.
I've had high expectations for this place, and I'm
proud to say that JMU has been everything I had
hoped it would be.
I'm sorry to say that the experience is not the
same for everyone though. I'm referring to a
decision the Honor Council made on Tuesday,
November 17. The facts do not need to be mentioned
here; I only want to state that anyone even remotely
aquainted with said facts would have definitely
arrived at a decision opposite to the guilty verdict
returned by the Honor Council. I spoke with the
accused party following the decision, and during the
conversation she broke down and said bitterly, "I
hate this school!" I could only nod, as I realized that
if I was in her shoes, I would feel precisely the
same. It made me sad to think that this great
institution, which is opening so many avenues to
knowledge and a hope for an excellent future for me
and so many others is, in effect, slamming the door

Insight

► (Continued from page 40)
the Soviet-backed Afghan government.
By law, however, the U.S. government may not aid
any country known to be building a nuclear bomb.
With the arrest of two Pakistanis in Philadelphia last
July on charges of attempting to acquire materials for
nuclear development, the intention of the Pakistani
government seems clear.
Critics argue that the 100,000 Soviet troops in
Afghanistan have been very flexible lately, probably
due in large part to U.S.-made Stinger missiles which
have been effective against Soviet aircraft. Thus, they
contend that a worse time to consider discontinuing
support could not be chosen.
During a visit to the White House in 1985,
Pakistani President Mohammed Zia Ul-Haq made a
personal assurance to Reagan that his country would
not build a bomb. But, given a choice between aid
from the United States and a nuclear weapon, experts
- say that Pakistan would side for the bomb.
Though the Pakistanis denied any knowledge of the
incident in Philadelphia, despite evidence suggesting
the contrary, officials worry that an offering of any
aid would make the administration appear weak at a
time when Reagan is also suffering other political
set hue ks
Pakistan is determined to be a bystander in
international politics no longer. This nation is
symbolic of the handful of countries which can now
stand on their own militarily, if not so economically.
In the words of one U.S. official, commenting on
why India is so determined not to limit its nuclear
capabilities: "India sees itself as a potential big power
and wants to preserve all its options of a big power.
Indeed, both India and Pakistan are now big powers
and must be accorded due attention. If Gorbachev and
Reagan come to terms and sign a historical^pec jn
early December, let the agreement be remembered not
only for how it affects die Soviet Union and 0*
United States, but also for the precedent it can
establish universally.

in the face of this young girl for something which
she is not guilty of, even in the farthest stretch of
the imagination.
Members and advisers of the Honor Council, I do
not know who you are, and unless railroaded as this
innocent victim was, hope to never have to become
aquainted with you; but, I would like to take this
opportunity to express an opinion to each and every
one of you personally. In the nicest terms I could
think of, I do not know what you were using to
think and reason with that evening, but it sure
wasn't your brain. If you were seeking to set an
example, you did. You set an example of
incompetence, and a complete disregard for justice in
,your desire to show that the Honor Council will and
can suspend a student. I implore you to reexamine
the facts in this student's appeal and correct your
error, not only for her sake, but for the rest of the
student body as well. If such a miscarriage of justice
can happen to her, it can happen to anyone else on
campus.
. ,-_.—

Reginald W. Benson
junior
finance

News article failed to
reflect true attitude
To the editor:
On Nov. 16 I was interviewed by one of your staff
members regarding the endeavors of Eta Sigma
Gamma and Health Class 458 to create "Build a
Better Body" Week. In my opinion our conversation
was productive and I believed that he had grasped the
importance of this week to those who had worked so
hard on it. I offered extensive information to this
reporter, hoping to introduce the JMU population to
the Health Honorary Society and the class of
twenty-four students who labored for eleven weeks to
successfully present a health awareness week.
Unfortunately, I believe that the article which
appeared on November 19 ineffectively reflected my
attitude. Not only did he disregard many important
facts, but also inserted misquotes and a statement
which he assured would not be printed. A journalist
should remain loyal to his ethics and not break the
trust that an interviewee has endowed. I may have
expected this from a "story hungry" reporter, but is it
necessary on a university campus? I believe that
fellow students should support one another, not
instigate conflict.
At this Ume. I'd like to address the accused reporter:
Your article adequately covered the events of the week
and was effective enough without the final sentence.
Why was it needed? You used an informative article
to hurt many people. You ineffectively quoted one
person and in the process jeopardized a very worthy
organization. Was it necessary? Were your talents
proudly displayed?
I am just sorry that I had to experience a downfall
of JMU in my senior year. In an idealistic perception,
I almost thought this school was flawless. Thank
you. Gregory Allen, for opening my eyes.

Barbara J. Baldwin
vice president
Eta Sigma Gamma

Logan's Run: Big
success because
folks helped out
To the editor:
In the days when things seem bad all over, it
feels great to sit back and reassess what's really
good in life. What's good at JMU is the feeling of
togetherness and unity one event can bring. That
event was Logan's Run XII.
Logan's Run raised over $10,000 this year,
$3,000 more than our efforts last year. The only
possible way Logan's Run could have acheived this
was due to the efforts by people and organizations.
Everyone is busy, everyone is "college-poor,"
everyone is involved in other things, and yet so
many people stepped forth to help Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.
Well-deserved recognition goes to Michael
Johnson, who personally raised $445 and ran in the
event. Alpha Kappa Lamda, an as of yet
unrecognized campus fraternity, was the Greek
organization that contributed the most money.
Cleveland and Fredcrickson were the residence halls
that donated the most money. Ten times more
faculty members donated money this year as
opposed to last year. This money is
well-appreciated since so many organizations
solicit faculty funds.
Intrinsic in what Logan's Run embodies is
volunteerism. While some solicited and donated
money, others donated valuable time. Special
appreciation goes to Dr. Warren, who stood in the
cold; Koko Ryerson, who co-chaired; The Duke
Dog, who cheered; Peter Rosenberg, who
supported; Mary Warner, who managed; and
Vincent Dunn, who counted.
The individuals who participated in various ways
are too numerous to mention, but each member
knows how much of themselves they gave. What
they all don't know is that Logan's Run realizes
how much they gave, and realizes their sacrifices.
So, Logan's Run and Rockingham Memorial
Hospital want you to know that they're thankful
for you, not only during this Thanksgiving week,
but during their everyday.

Danielle McWilllams
Chairperson
Logan's Run XII
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TRY SICILIAN PIZZA

Want to be noticed?

Ciro's Pizza
SPECIAL
Buy a Large Sicilian Pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

$2.00 OFF

Deadllj

The Original Italian Pizza

Thursday's issues - 5:00p.m. Monday.
Monday's issues • 5:00p.m. Friday.

778 E. Market Street
Expires

11-30-87

434-5375
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AD TRIVIA
Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that
offers you a chance to try it and win it.
And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's
How To Win:
Just till out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN
*»

A.

J

Name
Students, Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win.
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid ID. to win.
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WORLD

BY

Minesweepers
find three mines
in Persian Gulf
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — U.S. mine sweepers
found three more mines Saturday in the northern
Persian Gulf near Iranian-held Farsi Island, not far
from where a freighter reported being attacked by an
Iranian gunboat, officials said.
There was no immediate indication of whether the
Navy mine sweepers were close enough to have seen
or heard the attack. The Greek ship reported no
damages or casualties in Saturday's encounter.
A spokesman for the U.S. Central Command in
Tampa, Fla., said the mine sweepers destroyed three
mines Saturday. In two days of operation, the
sweepers have found five mines in the area.
The mines were in waters west Of Farsi and about
six miles from the shipping channel where the
supertanker Bridgeton hit a mine on July 24.
The Bridgeton was one of the first of 11 Kuwaiti
tankers reflagged by the United States for protection
against Iranian attack. Since the July incident,
convoys of Kuwaiti tankers have avoided the
channel.
Lt. Col. John Head, the Central Command
spokesman, said in Florida that no report was
received there about the incident involving the Greek
ship.
j

Supplies on way
to cosmonauts
on long mission
•MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet*Union on
Saturday launched a spacecraft to carry supplies to
its space station, Mir, where history's longest space
mission is continuing.
The Tass news agency said the Progress-33
capsule was carrying perishable supplies.
Cosmonaut Yuri Romanenko has been working
aboard Mir since his arrival there two days after a
Feb. 6 blastoff from Baikonur cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan. He surpassed the space endurance record
of 237 days on Sept. 30 and has now been in the
cosmos for 289 days.
Also working aboard the Mir station is
cosmonaut Alexander Alexandrov. Alexandrov
arrived in late July to replace Alexander Laveikin,
who began the mission with Romanenko but later
showed signs of heart trouble.
The Mir complex was launched on Feb. 20, 1986.

Leftists report
Contra attacks
on border villages
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — About 150
U.S.-supported rebels attacked two villages near the
Costa Rican border early Saturday, killing six
children and six adults, the radio station of the leftist
government party reported.
Radio Sandino, run by the Sandinista National

Romanians begin
protests against
living conditions

NATION

Man arrested
for jumping gate
to White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — An unarmed man was
arrested by uniformed Secret Service officers
Saturday after he scaled a White House fence and ran
toward a stairway that leads to the West Wjng,
where President Reagan's office is located,
authorities said.
The president was in his residential quarters,
several hundred feet away, when the incident
occurred, Secret Service spokesman Rich Adams
said.
Adams identified the man as Mike Davis, 25, of
Langley Park, Md.
"He jumped the northwest gate, took off running
and was arrested running from the gate," Adams
said. The gate is part of an iron fence about 8 feet
high that surrounds the grounds enclosing the White
House complex.

WAY

Her message
against smoking
fell from the sky

Liberation Front, said another 30 children and adults
were injured in the pre-dawn raid.
It said the Contras attacked the villages of Las
Palomas and Neves Oporta, 37 miles northeast of
San Carlos, the main city in the southern province
of Rio San Juan.

VIENNA, Austria (AP) — More than 20,000
workers in Romania's second-largest city
demonstrated last week against the Communist
regime in a violent protest of living conditions.
The Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera said the
anu-government demonstration occurred last Sunday
in Brasov, an industrial center with a population of
340,000.
It quoted witnesses as saying angry workers
ransacked and burned Brasov's city hall, attacked
other public buildings and smashed shop windows.
In another development, Romania's official
Agerpres news agency said President Nicolas
Ceausescu sharply criticized shortcomings and
delays in planned economic reforms in a speech to
the Communist Party Politburo Friday.
Agerpres also said Saturday that a party conference
scheduled for Dec. 7-9 in Bucharest was postponed
for a week.
Western diplomats said the unprecedented
postponement could be linked to the Brasov protests
against food and energy shortages.
Diplomats in Bucharest said they had reports that
the Brasov protests occurred while thousands of
residents went to voting booths to elect local
officers.
They said workers of the Steagul Rosu and
Tracktorul truck and tractor plants, which export
more than three-quarters of their production, were
among the demonstrators demanding more food and
full payment of their salaries.

THE

SAN DIEGO (AP) — A balloon released by a girl
in hopes its anti-smoking message would reach her
grandmother was swept 2,000 miles into the arms
of a Virginia deer hunter, who was smoking.
The trip took more than 26 hours, with an average
speed of about 75 mph.
Melissa Ward, a 10-year-old third grader, and her
classmates at San Diego's Clay Elementary School
released 350 helium-filled balloons Wednesday, the
day before the Great American SmokeouL
Each balloon had a tag attached with the student's
first name, the school's address, and carried a
message: "Please Don't Smoke."
,

The next person to see Melissa's balloon was
Raymond Sheets, 39, an equipment operator for the
Virginia state highway department, who was
walking through a field outside Sugar Grove in
Virginia's western tip.
"I was coming out from deer hunting," Sheets
said. "The balloon, I guess it was holding about a
foot off the ground."
"I was smoking a cigarette when I found it," he
said. "That's the first thing I saw — "Please Don't
Smoke.'"

This man enjoys
talking turkey
on the phone
RICHMOND (AP) — An audit investigator who
knows more about banking than basting is receiving
phone calls from people who have mistaken his
phone number for a turkey cooking hot line.
Patrick Moore, 24, said he has decided to offer
turkey advice anyway.
At first, Moore thought someone in his office at
Investors Savings Bank was playing a practical
joke. But he soon realized the people calling with
turkey problems were trying to reach an advice hot
line set up by Butterball of Swift Eckrich Inc.
The Butterball line is a 1-800 number for those
with questions of how to cook a holiday bird.
Without the 1-800, the number matched Moore's
phone number at Investors.
Moore, a Dungannon native who graduated from
Virginia Tech a year and a half ago with a degree in
architecture, eventually plans to go to law school
and practice architectural law. In the meantime, he is
moonlighting as a turkey consultant.
Moore appears to have dived right in to his new
sideline. He even called the hot line himself and
asked for a cookbook so he can offer belter tips.
Until then, he said he is suggesting a stuffing made
of onion, celery, combread and uncooked popcorn.
"You'll know when it's done," he said.
One call "was from an older woman who said,
'Are you the person who claims you can tell me
how to cook a turkey?' It was like she was
.challenging me. She said she'd hadthe turkey in her
freezer for four years and wondered if it would still
be good," Moore said.
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For all you
TURKEYS
who thought
you needed this
form to place
a personal or
classified...

All you need to do is:
1. Write your classified or personal on a piece of plain paper with'
your name and phone number at the bottom
2. Follow the directions,below for payment and deadlines, SO..
Before you go packing for Thanksgiving...

PLACE A CLASSIFIED!
To place yours, fill out the information to the right.
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail
addressed to:
The Breeze
Campus Mail
QR
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment
i.e. 1-10 words = $2
11-20 words = $4
etc.
DEADLINES:
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail
two days before the deadline so we receive them in time.

CLASSIFIED

NAME
PHONE #
NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS, BUT THE BREEZE
KEEPS ALL SUBMITTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PREPAYMENT BASIS ONLY
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Co-pilot of DC-9 was inexperienced
DENVER (AP) — The co-pilot believed to have
been at the controls of doomed Continental Flight
1713 would not have been allowed to attempt the
takeoff if the plane had been operated by at least four
other airlines, officials said.
Under rules implemented by some of the airlines,
captains must log at least 100 hours of flight time
as captains in a specific type of aircraft before they
may allow the first officer to fly takeoffs or
landings.
Capt. Frank Zvonek, 43, was in command of the
DC-9 when it crashed on takeoff Nov. 15 in a
snowstorm at Stapleton International Airport,
killing 28. Evidence indicates that co-pilot Lee
Edward Bruecher, 26, was at the controls when it
crashed.

Zvonek, who had extensive experience as a jet
pilot, had flown 67 hours as"vcaptain on a DC-9
before Sunday's crash, Contintental officials said.
Breucher, an experienced commuter airline pilot,
had only 36 hours of jet-flight time since joining
Continental in July. Both Zvonek and Breucher were
killed.
Continental spokesman Bruce Hicks criticized
suggestions that lack of flying time was a factor,
saying they smeared "the reputations of very highly
qualified pilots and that is an absolute crying
shame."
"There is not one single shred of evidence in this
investigation so far that the pilot's experience or
operation that day" affected the accident. Hicks said.
Breucher would not have been allowed to attempt
the takeoff if the plane had been operated by

American Airlines, Northwest Airlines, Eastern
Airlines or USAir.
A Federal Aviation Agency spokesman said he
expected mat the crash would speed a plan launched
in July to overhaul airline pilot training programs.
"There's going to be some additional impetus" as
a result of the Continental crash, said FAA
spokesman John Leyden.
Breucher was making only his second trip in the
cockpit of a DC-9 when the plane crashed, National
Transportation Safety Board chairman Jim Burnett
said at a news conference Friday night
"This co-pilot was a reserve pilot and therefore did
not get as many trips. After completing his initial
operating experience [with a DC-9], he made one
trip and he had a little over 11 hours of time,"
Burnett said.

Ahmed Shafik of Cairo predicted the medication
would prove cheaper than other treatments, AFP
reported. The doctors call the medicine MMI.
Dr. Luc Montagnier of France's Pasteur Institute,
one of the world's leading researchers in AIDS, said
he was unaware of the team's work and could make
no comment on MMI without further information.
There was no indication when the drug, which is
administered by injection, might be available
commercially or how much it might cost.
Lurhuma and Shafik said it was too soon to
determine the extent of the drug's usefulness and that
a new study was being conducted on a larger group
of patients.
African doctors refused to provide information
about the composition of MMI or say what the
initials stood for, AFP reported.
The surviving patients from the study group "have
'jcgistered a notable improvement in .their
.immunodeficiency system and show an appreciable
clinical remission of their symptoms," said
Lurhuma.

Bombs set off
by masked men
before ceremony

WORLD

Subway workers
may have ignored
riders' warnings
LONDON (AP) — Evidence mounted Saturday
that staff at King's Cross subway station ignored
comrrtuters' warnings about a smoldering fire that
flared into an inferno and killed 30 people.
Two London newspapers quoted survivors as
saying subway staff failed to heed warnings before
smoke engulfed the London Underground station on
Wednesday, trapping scores of comiriuters.
Commuters got another scare Saturday when the
main line rail concourse was evacuated at Euston •
Station, near King's Cross, wheri smoke was seen
rising from an escalator.
\
■*■
"There were no flames but quit*? a lot of smoke
coming up from the foot of the ^escalator," said
British Transport Police Inspector Graham
Sqtchwcll.
He said a police constable cordoned off the area,
called the fire department, and started an evacuation
of the concourse immediately.

COOKSTOWN, Northern Ireland (AP) — A
group of masked men set off at least three bombs in
a tavern Saturday night, hours before a planned
memorial service for 11 people killed by a bomb
planted by Irish Republican Army guerillas.
No one was reported injured in the bombing of the
Kildress Inn, but the building was severely damaged.
Police said several armed and masked men entered
the inn, place a number of packages around the
building, then shouted a warning and ran out.
The building was evacuated and moments later
three explosions started a fire that caused extensive
damage, according to police.
A bomb placed by IRA guerillas in a building in
the town of Enniskillcn blew up Nov. 8 as a
Remembrance Day ceremony for Britain's war dead
was about to start. Eleven people were killed and 63
■ injured.
A memorial ceremony and church service for those
victims will be held Sunday at Enniskillcn in
County. Fermanagh.

North Koreans
hurt one soldier
Doctors announce in border clash
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — North Korean
new treatment
Sabotaged cables
security forces opened fire inside the Demilitarized
Zone on Saturday, wounding a South Korean
for AIDS patients soldier, and the South Koreans returned fire, the disrupt business
Defense Ministry announced.

PARIS (AP) — A team of doctors from Zaire and
-gypt on Saturday announced a new treatment for
AIDS they said had shown a "certain effecuveness,
the French news agency Agcncc Francc-Presse
reported.
Doctors reported in a news conferee in
Kinshasha, Zaire, that during a six and a half montn
study, seven of the 19 AIDS victims treated wiin
the drug died, while none of the 20 members ot a
control group with AIDS survived.
Professors Lurhuma Zirimwabago of Zaire ana
r

It was the second military clash reported this year
along the 155-mile-long border dividing north and
south. Forces of both sides exchanged fire on Jan.
17 but no casualties were reported.
Ministry spokesman Brig. Gen. Lee Hung-shik
said the shooting Saturday took place inside the 2
and a half mile wide DMZ, 60 miles northeast of
Seoul.
North Korean soldiers fired several rounds, hitting
a South Korean sentry in the left shoulder, he said.

SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — Saboteurs disrupted
telephone service, automatic bank tellers and
computer services in Australia's largest city
Saturday by cutting two dozen underground cables,
Australian Telecom said.
Twenty-four cables carrying up to 35,000 circuits
were cut at 10 different locations beneath Sydney's
business district overnight by someone with a
detailed knowledge of the system, said Telecom
spokesman Barric Smart.
t
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FOOD MARKETS

The freshest way to save ...

GRAND OPENING
SAV-A-CENTER
2255 S. Main St. (Dukes Plaza)
Sun. Nov. 22 thru Sat. Nov. 28

\
\

Also Joining in the
Celebration our Super Fresh
Store at

85 Carlton St.,
Harrisonburg

Harrisonburg
CREAMY

'MRS.

FILBERT'S'

SUPER* FRESH SUPER COUPON

*r ,

A&P GRADE A'WHITE

Mayonnaise
32 oz.

Large Eggs

39*

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 22 Thru Sat., Nov. 28, 1987. Limit.One Per Shopping Family.

TAB. SPRITE. CHERRY COKE
A&W ROOT BEER. MINUTE MAID
ORANGE. REGULAR OR DIET

Coca-Cola

SUPER* FRESH SUPER COUPON
ANY FLAVORS 'SEALTEST

Ice Cream

hall gal

T 49

ctn.

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 22 Thru Sat., Nov. 28. 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

INDIVIDUALY WRAPPED
AMERICAN

Borden's
Singles
\

12 oz

SUPER*FR£SH SUPER COUPON
SINGLE ROLL 'DELTA

Paper Towels 1 00 j
With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 22 Thru Sat., Nov. 28, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

\
LIGHT.

CLASSIC

Michelob
6 pack
12 oz N R

DARK

Beer

SUPER:;: FRESH SUPER COUPON

SF630 I

I

3-LB. PKG -JANE PARKER

Light Fruit Cake

00

2 i

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 22 Thru Sat., Nov. 28, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.
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